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eH.AP!DER I 
THE PR0BLEM 
Statement of the Problem.~~ The purpose of this study was 
to determine what field trips. &nd resource visitors are 
available to the Natick ~lement~y School System. A 
comprehensive list of field trips and resource visitors will 
be made availabl·e to. these schQ.O·lS. This study is primarily 
concerned with the enrichment of the curriculum. It should 
also stimulate good schonl and community, relations~ I 
Justification.-- Within the past few years th~ population 
of. Natick bas incr~ased greatly. According to the 1954 .ADnua~ 
Report the 1950 u.s. Census was 19,633 and the 1954 estimate 
was 27,000. 
y .. 
With this great influx came a greater potential for 
enricPment of the school curriculum. Peopl~ with rich and 
varied backgrounds have settled here providing many possibil-
ities for resource visitors. Also many new industries have 
l~cated here making many more interesting and varied field 
trips available. 
To determine the need of this study a questionna~re was 
sent to all elementa~y t~achers in the syst~m. Results 
ijl74th Annual Report of the Town of Natick, Massachusetts 
-1-
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clearly show that Natick does not capitalize on its resources. 
It was also £o,und that the teachers dO want mo~e information 
about the ~ommunity fesouroes. A copy of this questionnaire 
will be found i:n the apl>eudix. 
P~elimi~ary informal discuss!ons wer~ held with key 
per~onnel in the school ~ystem and with select~d professional 
peo~le. All groups were enthusiastic and very cooperative. 
, 
The related literatur~ dealing with communitr resources 
presented in Chapter II stresses the val~e of these resources 
in relation to the e~richment of the curriculum. 
The results of this st-q.dy are tG be used as a gu~de by 
the teachers of the Natick Blementary Schools. 
Scope of the Studz.--
Aims: 
1. mo determine the community r~sources av~lable to the 
elementary schools of Natick, Ma.ssa.Qhusette. 
2. To further enrich the curriculum through the use of 
these aids. 
• • 
' 
3. To stimulate in the teachers an interest in the use of 
these ~eso~rces. 
4. To develop a handbook for the classroom teacher. 
5. To serve as a patter:n for futQre growth in this area. 
2 
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Delimitations: 
l. Field TriJ>S 
a. !f}le field trips included in this study will be 
limited to those trips that can Qe completed within 
the length of the school day. 
' 
b. ~he tield tripe. i~cluded are those considered to be 
vs,luable to the aurriaulum and adaptable to the· 
schoO!l program. 
2. Resource Visitors 
a. Tlle resourae visitors in this· st'!.ldY were limited 
to the residents of the town o-f Nat.ick. 
b. ~he resourae visitors were limited to those people 
who were willing to aome into the classroom. 
a. The res~urce visitors inaluded are.thoae whose 
experiences are considered to be valuable to the 
aurriaulnm and adaptable to the school p~ogram. 
Definitio~ of T~rms Used 
Community.-- A aommqnity is defined by Cook 11as: (l) a 
population aggregate, (~) inhabiting a contiguous terr~tory, 
(~) integrated through past ~xperiences, (4) possessing a 
number of basia service institutions, (5.) o~nsaious of its 
v.IU. ty, an<i ( 6) able to aat. in a corporate aapaai ty in meeting 
recurri~g life Qrises. 
y'Lioyd I. cpok, "The Meaning of Community," Educational 
Method footober~l968), 18:259 =::=;::=~~~~ 
So any locality with the ab~ve as a criterion, regardless 
of whether it is a vi.llage, suburban, rural, or metropolitan 
area, can be classi~ied as a community. ~h~ community 
referred to in t~is study is the town of Natick, Massachusetts. 
Elementary School.-- In Natick, Massachusetts this term 
refers to kindergartens and grades one through six. 
Curriculum.-- "The curriculum is those experiences o£· 
the child which. the school in any way utilizes or attempts y 
to influence.n 
Curriculum Enrichment.--
"There ·are two distinct catnceptions of enrichme:nt 
of th~ cu.rri.culum in operatj,on in .American Schools.. In 
the first and most widely used on~, enxichment refers 
to tbe new subjec~ matter and materials added to the 
usual cont~t of subjects in order to increase the 
stuQents' underst~nding of the basic material to be 
learned. Th.e purpose of suQh e-nrichment is to .improve 
the method ·of teaching ~ch basic subject matter by 
remo.ving so~e of the original formality. Illustrations 
of ~nrichment'are the use of visual aids, plays, 
excursions and varied types of pupil activities in or 
out of school. 
A second but less unders·to()d conception is thaii 
e~ichment refers ~o a c~ntinuous widening of the area 
of experiences of pupils in the s~round~ng culture in 
order th~t they may be better able to find their real 
problems, to set their directional guides, and to 
determine a des:i,rable plan of action.'' gJ . 
!/J. Murray Lee and Doris May Lee, The Child and his 
Curriculum, Appleton Century Crofts Inc,,_New York, 1950, 
:P• 197. 
&/Harry N. Rivlin, Editor, Encyclopedia of Modern·Education, 
Philosophical Library Inc., 15 East 40th Street, New York, 
1943, P• 209,210. 
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In this study curriculum ~~ichment refers to those real 
l~fe exper~~nces developed through the use of field trips and 
reso~ce visitors. 
Field Trips ..... - '!T}+e term 'field trill' 1s commonly used 
to, designate any o~ganized visit t.o :POints outside the class-
room, taken. by eob.ool people as an integl.'al. part of tQ.el/ 
ao&demic WQrk, and primarily f~r educational lJUrposes.n· 
The term a.s used in t.his study refers to school 
excursions either within walking distance or trips by bus that 
can be completed within the time limits of the school day. 
Resource Visitor.--
"~he term 'resource people• is applied to persons 
of a b~c~g~ound-who c~ ~har.~ their speoial:l.zed knowledge 
of living with students, and who are able and willing to 
do, so by coming inta the classroom or. by being 
interviewed elsewhere. R~~.ouroe people are utilized for 
serious educational purpo~es, not merely for enter-
tainment! uy 
aesource visitors IDS¥ vary g~eatly, not only in their 
specialized knowl~dge and experiences of living, but also in 
• 
their method of presentation. Some examples of reso~ce 
visitors are: 
l· Professional P~ople - dqctors, lawyers, 
2. Skilled Technicians - airline pilots, research people, 
1/~dward G. Olsen, School and eomm~ty, Prentice Hall Inc., 
1954, P• ,~06 
&/Ib~d .. , P• 207 
5 
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3. Community Servants - milkman, firem~, postman, 
D 
4. Hobbyists and Collectors - st~p collectors, 
5. Artists - musicians, painters, acto.rs and dancers. 
0 
0 
0 
OHAJ,>TER II 
REV~EW OF LITERATURE 
1. Val~es of Field Trips and 
Resource Visitors 
If the e~ementary school is to- :func.tion as a ''social y 
agent", B;rewto.n claims that, it is necessary for teachers. to 
disa.over and use the resources of the c~unity. 
He says: 
"Fo~ the element.ar¥ sohoo.l to negleet the home and 
tlle commu.nity is ta violate the fundamental psychological 
law that individuals learn and unde~st~ in terms of 
their own experiences~ To ass~e that elementary school 
is nothing more thfm an institution for training 
individual children in subject matter is to neglect one 
of the fundamental factors in the educational program--
the environment in which the children live. n ?J . 
Mary Harden strengthens this vieWPoint by saying; 
"A chil4 can no longer be adequately educated to 
meet the needs of modern society within the confines of 
the clas&roa.m. Education must give him a richer and 
broader understanding of the world ~n wh~oh he lives. 
He Should be 'going places and seeing things'~" 
y John E. Brewton, Community Living and the Elementary School, 
Twenty-fourth Yearbook of the D~partment of Elementary Schoo.! 
Prineipals, National Educational Association, 1945, p. 154. 
?}Mary Harden, "Going Places and Seeing Things," Educational 
Methods, (Mareh, 1935), 14: 32~. 
======~=========================-7-
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Although the ideas behind the field trip have been known 
for centuries, not unti~ recently has th~ field trip been put 
into practical ~se., 1 
·b William Yeager states: 
"~eaching through observation and direct contact 
may be traoea in edu~ational literature ae early as 
Rousseau. Yet only recently ha$ much att~ntion been 
given to·the ~ehool journey as a teaching technique. 
Tne~e i~ scarcely a subject in th~ c.urriculum which·does 
not lend itself to the use of the school jo~ney as a 
teaching aid. Formal, uninteresting classroom 
procedures ar~ transformed into vital experiences when 
children are taken out of their seat~ into worlds of 
reality. Moreover, the fe~ling of living as a part of 
t~e exp&/ience makes the lessons well l~ar~ed~~ 
Zorella also states: 
"School excursions for pupils·have long been 
reco~~ed among educators as a highly desirable device 
for p~pil learning. Exposure to the world outs~de the 
classroom helps correlate book learning with lif~. 
Fun~amentally the exc~sion is a school journey or a 
field trip planned as a school acti~ity to provide 
sensory experiences not obtainable in the classroom." 
The edueation Qf children is closely allied to their· 
living, in any environment. The school must extend its 
classroom ~ctivities to bring in the outside resources which 
$ffeat children•~ living in one way or another. 
!/Willimn I. Yeager, Sohool-Oommunity Relations, Dryden Press, 
New YQr~, ·1951, p. 208-
Y John w. Zorella, ''Teaahers !Ea.ke A F~eld Trip", School 
Executive, ( Ju..l¥., .1950), p. ~8. 
8 
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Iv~h Gre~n · says that taking a trip is one Pf the: best 
w~ys to link co~unity resources with the sa.hool. 
H~ says in part: 
"·~··that field trips help- pupils: 
1. To see. na~al phenomena in their proper se.tting. 
2. To develop ~urios~tYt interest, and power of 
observat:l.on. 
5. To receive inspiratiGn for creative expression. 
4. To acquire firsthBnd ~nformation.. 
5., To build a baakground for la.t.er s~dy. 
6. Td share in a planned ~ou:g aotivity. u 
Hollan, Hoban, and Zisman claim: ttThe school journey •••• 
~ 
ia the mGs~ real and the mQS~ eonerete of visual techniques 
•••• and it is. the mQ-st, &oQesaible and often the le&et 
.. y 
expensive·" 
~ 
The benefit.s derived from the field trips. as .stated by 
~ Gertrude For~ster are as follows; 
She saJ"S: 
1. ••Fielct trips enrioh and motivate regular class work .. 
, It i.noreases pupil underE;Jtandinge • 
. 
2~ F~~ld trips arouse and cultivate. curiosity. 
l/lv®· Green, 0L~t•s Take a. Field Tri;p", The Instructor, 
(M~ch, l~5ll, 15: 1. . 
yo. F. Hoban, c. F. Hoban, Jr •• an~ S, B. Zieman, Visual-
izing the Ouxria.ulum, Dry.den·Press, New·York, 1953, p. 93. 
~Ge~trude Foresta~, "Field Trips - A means of Closer Oo-
9 
operatio.n Between Sohool and Business," National. Business 1 
-~-~~- _ }ilduc~tion Q~~_terl!-. (March, 1945) !- 13: 3_1&2. r====-= 
3. Field trips tend to bring forth other problams not 
· previously thoug~t ~f· 
. 
4~ Aids teache~, arouses enthusiasm of pupils." 
' y ·--Gertrude Hildreth mentions in a recent book that; 
"Among the advantages th~t result from educational 
trips~are the vividness of personal experience ('being 
on the ground') the opportunity to visualize action more 
effec·ti vely by being ab1e to _place it in its actual 
setting, and the opportunity to learn about thing-s 
(historical, social, or industrial) that are pecu.liar 
or characterist~e of the local scene and are not 
available i~ textbooks." ?J •. 
Stratemeyer declares: · 
".Children who are learning to -q.ae the eo~un,ity 
re~ouraea in thi~ way are growing steadily in their · 
aaqu.aint~ce with the world in which they live. This 
acquaintance is. being built up in concrete terms by 
things they see and objects they 4andle. In addition 
th~y are building up techniques for securing information 
a.bQU.t the:i.r world .• " · 
In agreement with Stratemeyer, Ayars and DeBeradis ~ 
state: 
"Vieariou,s experiences must be supplemented. with 
real l~fe experiences in which the child has ~ 
opport'Q.nity to learn through seeing, touching, hearing, 
smelling, tasting, and doing. An importaat and often-
n~g1ected laboratory for this type of learning is the 
c omm~~ ty it self. ft 
1/Gert~de Hildreth, Child Growth. !fhrough Education, Rollald 
J?r~ss, New York, 1948·, P• 270 • 
. 
~Fl~rence B. Stratemeyer and others, Developing a Curriculum 
for Modern·Living, Teachers College, Columbia University, 
New York, 1947, p. 417. 
' . Y Alb~rt L. Ayars and .Amo DeBeradis, "The Community-Laboratory 
of Citizenship," The Grade Teacher,.(Oatober, 1953), 2: 30. 
lO 
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In!{ r~ther humorous awi enlightning statement 
Grayman says: 
n~o :para.phase the three monkeys who 'hear no evil, 
~ee no evil, ani ~peak no evil,' the children of today 
learn when they 'hear it., see it, and do it.·' Reinforced 
perception t~ough the various sensory processes Will 
eliminate the oft-heard plaint of the adult, 'I learned 
it once in school but I can't rem~mber it now.'" y. 
Field trips, as pointed out by Edith Miller not only 
acquaint the child with the community but they also develop 
within the group a feeling of greater unity. 
She says: 
"The fee,ling of group solidari.ty that aomes from 
participating in these shared experiences is difficult 
t~ describe. Members of a class who have ~toad silently 
in the dark ·ta; look at the big dipper, who have risen 
early to go on a bird walk, or who have solemnly 
examined some priceless relics from the pas,t. acquire a 
'oneness• that is a happy outcome of a well~planned trip.' 
~ Accorq.ing to Krug: 
"Communi ties differ in many ways - area,, population, 
local co.lor, historical background, industries, and, the 
like. There are. prairie towns, factory towns, mining-
camp ·towns, towns in the mounta;l.ns and. towns in the 
desert, big tawns with skyscrapers and subways, and 
communities which ~en't towns at all. But they have onel 
thing in common. They-are al.l rich in material for 
stu.dy and. learning, rich in meaning and ex;perience for 
children and youth in sch.ool." 
!/Isabelle Gray.man, "When Learning ia First-hand, 11 Childhood 
Education, (Septmaber, 1950}, 1: 30. ~ 
,g/Edii?h Miller, 11Let's Take a Field Tri:p, 11 The Instructor, (Oct'a.ber, 1947) .• 10: 33. . 
YEdward. Krug, "O'lassroam Tips on Community study," 
~he Journal of Education, (November, 194.7), 8: 260-251. 
ll 
0 
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He goe·s on to s:ay: 
"Using. community resources. sometimes involves 
bl.'inging· peoJ?le 1nto the al~ssr.oom. Tliis need. no~ be. 
an~ in most eases should not be a matter of bt~ng~ng, 
som.e,one in to make ~ speech. The informal ,inte;rview 
si t\1atio;n. with tb.e participants se~ted around a table. 
is certainly mo~e interesting to the class and much 
easi.er on the resource person. n 
'y . 
Olsen mentions. SOl.Jle o:f the :functions of th.e· resource 
visitor. 
He says: 
"The g~ne.ra,l :function of' any resource J?er.aon i.s to 
contribute to the solution of problems, tG. help enrich 
and broaden meanings~ to awaken ~~~ help build worth-
while interests, to acquaint students with varied 
aspects of· tb.ei:r;' social and physical environment, and t.o 
develop deepened sensitivety ·to people, th~ir ways of 
1i ving, aaeomplishm.ents,. an.q., problems. 11 
Re goes on tQ state many of the values children derive 
from tba resource visitors and clalms·that: 
. "Friendly, direet-eontaet ·experiances like these 
ean do m"Q.eh to make a, "S"Qhool J?rogram really meaningfUl., 
even gripping, to many children and 1oung people ot all 
ages. For thia technique (1) helps students realize 
that people as welL as books .are. desirable sources of 
information and inspiration; (2) creates better 
understa;n:ding of many different 'tfpes o:f p~.ople, and 
helps students identify them$elves with othet :people 
·and their problem~; (3} promotes soei~ experiences 
shared. 'Qy youth and adult~ to theiX' mutual, int.e·r~~:;~t and 
·sa.tisfaction, thereby increasing the.· respect of ~aah 
age· gro~p for the other; (4) Fr~vi4es opportunity ~or 
developing social skills in real life situations-letter 
writing, telephoning, making introductions, r~ceiving 
j]Edward· ·G. Olsen, School and Community, Prentice-Hall, Ine~ 1 New York; 1954, PP• 189-190. 
,, 
I 
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says: 
guests, carrying on a conversation, interviewing, 
listening attentively, leading discussi'ons; (5} allows 
adults to learn, through their own experiences, what 
modern teachers are trying to do for, and with, students." 
11 Stratemeyer discussing the field of community reso~ces 
"Community resources c~me to the school a~ often as 
children go out into the community. ~he wide-awake 
teacher is aware of the opportunities that are available 
in the community. The teacher will call on lpcal 
businessmen, parent$ who have traveled, members of' the 
community who have special talents, and others to share 
in their experiences w.i th the school." 
. y 
~he Washington State Instructional Service Bulletin in 
discuseing sharing experiences declared: 
11Every community should be C?-nvassed to determine 
what perso~s here should be asked to share their . 
exper.i.ences with the children in. the classr?om. A. 
childhood spent in Norway, Italy, Greece or elsewhere 
should produce an adult whose reminiscences would not 
only interest children but increase their understanding 
o~ how others live. Early pioneers can unfola for them 
t4e stories of· their adventures. , A farmer. can explain 
why and how he fer·tilizes the soil, rotates o;rops, cares 
for seeds and does the many other kinds. of work necessar~. 
to the production of food. !llhe dair·yman, the grooer, the 
butcher; all can give greater meaning to their respectivE1 
tasks." y . 
Miller states that it was surprisingly easy, with the 
aid of the principal, to obtain speakers who could talk 
!fFlorenae B. stratemeyer and others, Develo~ing a Curriculum 
For. Modern Living, ~eachers College, Columbia University, 
New York, 1947, p. 417. 
~Washington State Instructional Service, Bulletin Number 15, 
Temporary Guide for the Elementary School aurriculum, 
State Superintendent of Public Instruction, 1944, p. 9. 
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'£/Sarah Lois Miller, "Guest Speakers Within the Classroom," 
Ohio Schools, (December, 19~5~-0~)~,~2~7~:~4~1~3~·==================~====~ 
interestingly tQ children. 
She says: 
"One term we had a l:Lbrarian who diSc.lU.$~ea the 
influence of poetry on so~ial prob~~ms, a·probation 
o£ficer wh;o spoke on j"uv·enile deli~·quency, a sooial 
.. worker who spoke· on re~.rea:tional needs, and a elub 
woman who explained. the Significance of Jewish holi~ays. 
The latter was accompanied by a hi,gh school boy who 
sang the songs used in the service." 
' v 
In the community of Medford, _Massachusetts, Newell 
describes how parents of children ba,.ve coop~ra ted,. with teacher 
in enriching the c~riculum. Parents willingly contributed 
toys, pets, vegetables, and':flowers when necessary. They 
helped teachers to transport and supervise children in· their 
trips ~Q the farm, zoo. a~d. greenhouse. A competant moth~~ 
took charge of a, sewing club organized by sixth grade girls. 
In a six gra¢e study of Holland, when ~r grades. were asked 
to particip~t~ in an exhibit, many materials were ~pplied 
by the parents in the fo.rm of picture cards • u tensile, dishes, 
articles of clothing SQch as nattve and others, In an exhibit 
of calonial life, parents contributed old prints, furniture, 
dishes, implements and handwork. In connection with exliibits 
a parent gave a talk; on the "old houses. of Medfordn using 
slides.• In supplying information for assembly programs when 
1/El:i;zabe,tb. Thompso.n Newell. "Contributions· of Parents to 
Curricul~ Enrichment, •t Enr:\,Qhing the Curriculum for the 
Eleme:n:Qary Sch,Qol. Child, Eig.lite,enth, Year"Pook of th~ 
De:tiartinen:t of Element-ary School :Principals, National 
Education Associ'a,tion, ~939, pp. 489-4~3. 
14 
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dr~atic plays are given, parents give f~rsthand information 
on cQstoms and costumes. A grandfather, using lantern sl~des~ 
told children of catching seals in his youth. At Christmas 
time, parents representing different co:untri es, tell of the 
Yuletide in their native ca.untry as they knew it in their 
childhood, often using lantern·slides for picturesque 
presentation. 
A program was inaugurated recently at the Indiana 
Landing School, at Brighton, whiah is a populous 8Qburb of 
Rochester, New York. After more than two yea~s planning a 
committee held an all-school meeting which was attended by 
more than 300 .parents and educators. The purpos.e of this 
meeting.was to point out to the parents that the school needed 
their specialized knowledge and skills and wanted to organize 
them into a central pool of experts. In turn, the particular 
kn,ow-how of various par·ents coul.d. be adapteQ. to classes of y 
different ~ad.~ l~vels •. 
that: 
Olsen sums up this review of li.terature by stating 
"In co.nununity e.ducation all ci tize:p.~ are, teachers. . 
or potential teachers, as well as learners. They give of 
their expertness in an interrelated living process, and 
0 · YMary Owen~. 0Itls Better When Parents Help," The Instructor, (June, 1955), 10: 23. 
~Olsen, op. cit., p. 50. 
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by so doing, become acrhi ve agents in the educational 
:process of community im:provement." 
2. Conclusion 
The relateQ literature tends to :point out Same'very 
significant facts: 
1. A child learns better through real life experiences. 
2. One of the best ways to gain these real life 
experiences se~ms to be thrOl!l!gh a curr~:cu_lUin enriched 
by field trips and resource visitors. 
3. There is a trend toward a greater use of these 
community resource::1. 
4. The use of the:se resources tends to strengthen 
school and community relations. 
The authors of tbis s1iudy feel that the above 
generalizations clearly :point out the values derived from, 
this type, of study. 
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CH.AP!EER III 
PROCEDURE FOR COMFILING SURVEY 
t• Sel~ction o£ Fi•ld of Study 
In the past the authors had made ltttle use of tho 
oomm~ty resources. O~e reason th$t th~s area of enrichment 
w~s not ~sed w~s becau~~ little information was available to 
the classroom teacher. Since this is such a valuable area of 
instr~ction and ~ealiz~ng that fellow teachers h~ve also 
e;npountered. simila:P 41fficul·ties, the authors :feel t.hat ~his 
st~dy would be v~luable to the school system. 
The primary c~ncern of this st~dy was the use of fiald 
trips and reso~ae visitors for the en;ichment of th~ 
elementary school o~rriculum• 
Whe area surveyed was l~mited to Natick and surrQunding 
areas. However~ field trips beyond this are~ w~r~ included~ 
. 
The authors personally interviewed or established c~ntact with 
the re.sources as recorded in O~apter IV. 
2. Current Practices 
To d~terrolne the curr$n.t practice~ rela.t;I.ng to the use 
of eomm~ty resources in Natio~, an initial questionnaire was 
sent to all the teachers in the elementary schools of this 
I 
t 
l 
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towu. ~hey were aske~ to list the field t»ip~ they had taken 
dur~~g the p~st two years apd to ltst any resource people who 
h$d v~sited their claeeroom. 
It was found that few field trip~ wefe being taken. 
Theee trips were limi.tod to very few locat~o.ns. !Dhe 1nit~aol 
questionn~ire also showed that few resource visitors h~d 
- 1:/ -
visited the classrooms~ 
3. SourQe of Looatj.ons for Initial Survey 
Many so~rces we~e ~sed to determine what community 
resources were available a~d if they were of value to the 
s'tlla.y. These ree.ouroes were~ determined by the following 
teohni q-q.es : 
1. An initial questiom1aire was sent to all teachers in 
the elementary schools asking them to list any known 
field trips and resource visitors. They we.re asked 
also to determine how valuable these reso~ce.s were 
in mak:i,.ng the curriculum more meaningful. 
2· Another q~estionnaire was sent home tQ the pare~ts 
via the cblld~en to determdne whethe~ 1 the p~;e~ts ' &! 
would be possible resource visitors~ 
Y A copy of the Ini t1al Questionnaire is included in the 
-append;i.x. 
' FJ A copy of the questionnaire which w~s se.nt home to the 
parents is included in th.e appendix. 
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3, A visit was made to the Director of the ·visual Aids 
Department of the. Natick Public Schools• M~ch 
a~sistanee in the area of field trips ~as optaine~, 
e~peQially info;mation on those trips whioh had 
alr~ady b~en taken by the various elassraoms iu the 
system. 
4. The Town of Natick Tax Book was used to locate people 
--- --
with interesting occupations. 
5. The Natick Bulletin and the Natick Herald, two local 
newspapers, furnished leads thro"U.gh notices and 
advertisements. 
6. The advertising sec1tio-n Qf the local telephone 
directory reve~led a few pos~ibl~ f'i·eld trips whiQh 
\ 
had be~n overlooked in the above sources. 
7. ~ Historical Sooi.ety ,2! South Natick was visited 
for guidance on local historical sites to be visited. 
a. Som~ resources were suggested by people and concerns 
oontacted during the survey. 
9~ Visits were made tQ the establishments and locations 
regarded as possible field trips to determine 
partioul~r requirements and arrangements fo~ taking 
gro~ps or classes. 
10. Many r~soure~ visitors in a wide variety of 
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oacupation$ were visited or aontacted· in order to. 
determine or make arrangemeAts fQr sahool visitatiop. 
4~ SeleQtion of Oommunity Resources 
SinQe th~ number of community resources surveyed was 
gre~t$r than needed for a workable handbook ma~ ref:lources 
had to be eliminated from this pro~ect~ 
r 
To assure that the resources ael~cted wQuld be thos~ 
moat suitaple for the enrichment of tue curriculum a grQup 
of eight teachers and one pJ:ineipal was chosen to select the 
resQ~raes to be include~ i~ this han~book~ Some resources 
were unavoidably eliminated due. to dupllcation. This panel 
of teachers was also used to determine the grade level and 
s~bject area for each of the resources included in this 
study. 
5. Reactions to Surv~y 
and Observations 
The people visited during this study showed much interest 
and coope~ation in the work that was qeing dQne. Many.peopl~ 
felt that tbls type of study would do much to strengthen 
sqhool and community relations. ~he~ also telt that it was 
and honor to be asked to serve their aommunity. in this manner. 
Teachers ~n the elementary sohools Qf NatiQk were very 
interested throughout the preparation of this study an~ 
20 
proved to b~ most helpful. They offered many new and 
' 
inte~esting ideas. ThG teachers aontaated by the autho~s felt 
that the. study woUld be most helpful to them in their work. 
~he a~thora know that not all the resources have been 
discovered or reporte~ py this study. W~ 4ope that $Qme 
. -
of t~e~e may be added to the handbook in th~ fut~re. 
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CHAPTER IV 
SURVEY 
Key to Research 
Field trips are arranged alphabetic~lly according to the 
title of tne reao~rce. 
Resource visitors are listed alphabetically by last name. 
Listed below are the page numbers of related resources 
in the ~iff~rent subj~ats for the primary and interm~diate 
grades: 
Arithmetic: 
43, 58, 64. 
Art: 
58~ 84. 
Health and Safet~: 
P:r.•imary 
34, 43, 47, 57, 58, 73, 91, 108. 
Language Arts~ 
64. 
Music~ 
100. 
S.aienoe: 
39, 43, 47,. 50, 58, 73, 80, 103. 
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Sooia1 Stu.dies: 
50; 34, 57, 5~, 45, 47, 50, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59; 61, 64, 
69, 70, 75, 91, 96, 105, 108• lao, 
Inte:rmedi~te 
Ari thmetio: 
24,- 42, 45, 46, p5, 58, 59, 60, 64, 66, 71, 111, 117. 
Art: 
____, 
52, 62, 58, 85., 84, 88, 102. 
Health ~d Safety: 
29, 43, 44, 57, 58, 91, 93, 97, 108, 114. 
Langu.age Arts: 
35, 51, 55, 64;., 74, 85!1 106. 
Musio: 
52, 100. 
Saienae: 
24, 29, 31, 32, 35, 36, 38, 59, 41, 43, 44, 46, 48, 54, 
55, 57, 58, 60, 61, 66, 67, 68, 71, 74, 75, 78, 80, 82, 
90. 93, 94, ~.7, 98, 99, 102, 105, 109, 112, 113, 114, 
117. 
Sooial Studies: 
24, 25, 26; 27, 28, 29, 51, 32, 33, 35, 56, 38, 39, 4;0, 
41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 48, 49, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 
57, 58, 60, 61, 62, 65, 64, 65, 66, 67._ 68, 70, 71, 72, 
74, 75, 76, 77, 78, 79, 81, 82, 83, 85, 86, 87, 89, 92, 
94, 95, 96, 97, 98, 101, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 110, 
111, 112, 113, 114, 115, 116, 118, 119, 120, 121, 122, 
125, 124, 125, 126. 
0 
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Field Tri-p 
---
1. ~: Bedford Airport 
2. Address: B~dford, Massachusetts Tel.VOL 2-4100 
---
3. Contact: Lt. Ward (ext. 214} 
. " 
4. Type of Re~~~~: Military Airfie~d, Weather Station and 
. Jet Base 
5 .. Subject Co:rreJ.a·tion: Sci.enee, Soc:l.al Studies and Arithmetic -
Inte.l;'media te 
6. Pre-inst~ction: Air travel and air defense, how weather affects 
~ir transportation and h~ w~ guard our country 
7. Arran6ements and Particulars: 
A. Nqmber of Students: 40 
B. Time Required for Complete Trip: 2 hours 
c. Time of Day: 10;00 aom, to 4:00 p.m, 
, , 
D. Transportation: Bus 
E. Approx~mate Cost: Bus fee only 
F• Advance Notice: 2 weeks 
G. Guide Furnished: Yes 
H. Literature and Materials: No 
8. _.pe~cri:ption of Field T:ri12: 
I f 
This tour includes a trip to the operations room which 
has an air map of the Northeast, a tour of a giant repair h~gert 
a visit to the weather station, an inside inspection of a 
military aircraft and a look at th~ airfield's modern fire 
equipment. ~ 
0-
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Field Trip 
1. ~; Boston Commons and the Granary Burying Ground 
2. Address: Tremont and Boylston Streets, ~oston Tel. 
3. Contact: Walk In 
4. Type of Resource: Historical Sites 
5. Subject' correlation: Social studies • Intermediate 
'. 
6. Pre-instruction: A know~edge of Boston during the Revolutionary 
War and the heroes of the time. 
7. Arrangements and Particulars: 
A. Number of Students: 40 
B. Time Required for Complete Trip: 1 hour 
. 
o. Time of Day.: Anytime during daylight 
D. Transportation: Bus 
E. Approximate· cost: Bus fee only 
F. Advance Notice:. None ' . 
G. Guide'Furnished: No 
. 
H. Li t'erature and. Mat~ri.als: None 
8 •. ~DescriJ2tion of Field TriJ2: 
Boston Common was the heart of Boston du~ng Its early 
days! ManY. historical ~arkers are located here • 
. ~he Granary Burying Ground is up Tremont Street a short 
distance •. Re~e are graves of John Hancock, Sam Adams and 
Robert Treat Paine, signers of the Declaration of Independance. 
Also found here are the graves of Boston'e first mayor, John 
Phillips·, :Mary Goose, ("Mother Goosen), and nine early 
governors. 
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Field ~rip 
. . . 
.0- 1. ~: Bqston Fish Pier 
2. Address: Boston, Massachusetts ~!· LI 2-1650 
.3. Contact: New England Fish Oo., M Fish Pier 
4. ~ype of Resource: F~sh Pier and Processing Plants 
5. Subject Correlat~: Geography - I~termediate 
6. Pre-instruction: How the New England fishing industry operates 
Tha value Qf fish 
7. Arrangements and Particulars: 
A. Number of Students: 30 
B. Tim~ Required fo~ Complete Trip: 2 hours 
c. Tim~ of Day: 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. 
, , 
D. ~ra~sportation: Bua: 
E. Approximate Cost: Bus fee only 
F. Adv~ce Notice: 1 to 2 weeks 
G. Guid~ Furnished: Yes 
H· Literature and Materials·: No 
S.~pescription of Field Trip: 
, t 
P~pils will see many fishing boats unloading fish and 
loading suppliee• They will see fish being auctione.d to 
buyers and loaded into trucks for shipment. ~hey will see 
fish being processed and packed. If time permits they might 
enjoy a bowl of New England clam ehowder for a nominal fee 
at a diner on the fish pier. 
Field Trip 
ry 1. ~: Boston Naval Shipyard 
2. Address: Oh~lestown, Massachusetts ~·OR 2-1400 
3. Contact: Public Information Otfie~r 
.4. Type of Resource: Naval Shipyard and Historical Site 
5.·subject Oorrelat~: History- Intermediate 
6. Pre-instruction: History of "Old Ironsides" and the part 
she played in helping to make us a 
major sea ~ower 
.7. Arrangements and Particulars: 
A. Number of St·udents: 40 
B. Time Required for Complete Trip: 3 ho~s 
c. Time of Day: 10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. 
t I 
D. Transportation~ Bus 
E. Approximate Cost: Bu.~ fea only 
F. Advance Notice: 2 to 3 weeks 
G. Guide Furnished: Yes 
H. Li t~rature and Materials·: No 
. S._.pescription of Field Trip: 
f I 
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Old Ironsides has been ~estored and is in the same condition 
it was ill[ !80'Q• Children can go on board and vi$.it different 
sections of the ship. They may visit other modern nav~l ships 
which are in port and see the gre.at contrast. Ships under 
repair m~ be seen. ~his is a very interes~ng and worthwh~le 
trip. 
0 
·. 
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1. Name: Bunker Hill Monument 
-
2. Address: Breed's Hill, Charlestown 
3. Oontaot: Non~ 
4. ~e of ?e~~~2: Historical Site 
5. ~~jeot Carrel~~: History • Intermediate 
6. Pre-instruction: History of the Revolutionary War with special 
emphasis on the battl~ which took place here 
7. Arrangemen~s and Particulars: 
A. Number of St~dents: 40 
B. Time Required for OOIIrGlete Trip: 2 hours 
o. ·Time of Day: 9:00 a.m. to 5:·QO p.m. 
, , 
D. Transporta ... ~i on~ Bus 
E• Approximate Oost: Bus fa& only 
F. Advanoe Notice: None 
G.· Guide Furnished: No 
' 
' , 
H. I.i teratura and Materials·: Ye~ t for purcha$e 
8.:p~s~iptio~f Field T~iR: 
This is one of New England1s most historical spots, for 
here in June of 1775 the Battle:of Bunker Hill was fought. 
This ~onument was started in 1825. Children can climb steps 
which l~ad to the top and have a ~ine view of Boston and its 
harbor. T~ere are some relics on display including Gene~al 
J?utnam'~s sword. 
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F~eld Tri;-e 
1. ~: Oal'ling' s Plant 
,... 
2. Address: Woreester 2urnpike, Natiek Tel. 
---
3. Contact: None yet 
4. T¥pe of Re~~~: A Brewery 
5. Sub!ieat Correlation: Science, Social Studies and Health -
Intermediate 
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6. Pre-instruction: How industry helps the eoo.n~~y of a community 
Sanitation and its importance 
A goat source of water, tba glacier stream 
7. Arrangements and Particulars; 
A. Number of Students: 
B. Time Required for Oomple.te Trip: 
c. Time of Day: 
D. Transportation! 
E. Approximate Cost: 
F··Advance Notice: 
G. Guide Furnished: 
H. Literature and Materials: 
8, _.pesoription of Field TriJ2: 
A new and mod~n industr7 in Natiok. It is still under 
construction, but it should be finished within a year1 s time. 
It may be a very excellent £ield trip. 
.0 
30 
Field Trip 
1. Name: Central Fire Station 
-....-
2. Address: 12 Summer Street, Natick Tel. QL 3·2323 
-
3. Contact: Captain MOrse or Chief Brown 
4. Tipe of Resource: Local Fire H~adquarter~ 
5. Subject Oorrela,t.~: Social. studieS! !ioo Primary 
6. Pre-instruction: A knowledge of how our fire department 
serves us 
An unit on what people do for a li vipg 
7. Arrangements and Particulars: 
A. Number of Students: 40 
B. Time Required for Complete Trip: l/2 ho~ 
c. Time of Day: Anytime after 10:00 $.m. 
, , 
D. Transportation~ Bus, or a walk from ne~r-by schools 
E. Approximate Cost: Bus fe~ only 
F· Advance Notice: 1 week 
G. Guide Furnished: Yes 
H. Literature and Materials: No 
8. -~!)ascription of Field TriJ?_: 
~pils will visit the alarm headquarters, see tba diff~ent 
kinds of apparatus, view the quarters where the fir~me~ sleep, 
see the. uniform they wear and what firemen do wh~n they leave 
the station to respond to an alarm. 
• 
Field Tri:p 
l· Name: Charl~s River Dam 
-
2. Address: Pleasant Street, South Natick 
3. Oontaat: None 
4. Type of Res2~~: Historical, Geogr.aph~cal and Conservation 
Area 
5. Subjeat Correlat:!:.2!!: Social Studi~s am Science """ 
Iutermediat~ 
6. Pre-instruation: A knowledge of early Natick and tba importance 
of water power 
An idea of how we protect our natural resources 
7. Arrangements and Particulars: 
A. Number of Students: 40 
B. Time Required for Complete Trip: l hour 
c. Time of Day: Anytime during daylight 
D. Transportation: Bus and a walk from Eliot School 
E. Approximate Cost: Bus fee only 
F· Advance Notiae: None 
G. Guide Furnished: No 
H. Literature and Materials·: No 
S.~p~cription of Field T~iE: 
The Indians fished here for Salmon in tba ea!!ly days. 
Later a village developed followed by a dam for water power• 
Millstones are found near tha dam. The dam, thoug)+ small, ., 
r~presents a typical example of flood control. Steps are 
located on the dam for fish migration. This is a beauty spot 
as well as a historical area• 
I 
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Field Trip 
1. Name: The Children's Museum 
-
2. Address: 60 Borroughs Street, Jamaica Plain Tel. JA 4-1550 
3. Contact: Front Desk 
4. ~e of Res2urc~: A Children's Museum 
~ 
5. ~~iect Co~lat~: Social Studies and Art a Intermediate 
Nature and Science - Intermediate 
6. P~-·instruction: Instruction would depend on. what the 
children are studying at the: time 
7. Arrangements and Particulars: 
A. Numher of Students: 40 
B. Time Required for Oompl~te Trip: 2 hours 
o. Time of Day: 9:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. 
- , 
D. Transporta~ion: Bua 
E. Approximate Cost: Bus £ee only 
F. Advance Notice: l month 
G. Guide Furnished: Yes 
H .. Li teratnr9 and Materials·: For sal& 
S.:p~~iption o£ Field TriE: 
Children can tour the museum without the guide if they 
w~sh• Talks and demonstrations are given on topics which 
classes are ~tudying. Lists of lectures can be obtaine~ on 
request. Nature is em~hasized. Display kits can also be 
obtained for classroom use. 
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Field !Crip 
.r"\ • · .1~ !!!!!!!: !l!our of Opncord 
0--J 
·, ~<.2'. Address: Ooneord, Massaahueetts 
... : .... -.3 ..• contact: lio4e 
.. 
. 4. ~ne of Resot!E~: Histor;i.aaJ. 11!0 Amer·iean Revolution 
•, 
5. ?ttbject'corxe1at~: United States History and Literat~e­
IntermGdiate 
. 6. Pr.e-·instruction: Pre-Revolutionary War period in Concord 
A discussion on great American authors 
. 
7. Airangeme~ts and Particulars: 
A. Number of Students: 40 
B. !l!tme Required for Complete !l!rip: 2 hours 
· o. Time of Day: Anytime during the school day 
. 
D; Transportation: Bus 
. 
· E. Approximate Cost: Bua fee pl'Q.;a a small fee for· admittance 
to some housef;l 
~F. Advance .Notice: None 
, 
h • 
G. ·Guide Furnished: In some houses 
H.· Li tera.t\tre and Materials·: At town information booth when 
.a. :!>~scription o:f Field Trip; 
open 
A group touring Concord might start at the. b+idg~ "where 
the embattled farmer stood"• On one side is the statue~o£ the 
minuteman by French and on~the other side is the British statue 
dedieatea to the British who fell there. N"ar•by is the famous 
old "manse" malt~ known by Hawthorne. , 
~Ooneo~d is memo~able not only for its part in the American 
Revolution but for its sudden outeropping of genius. Emerson, 
Thoreau, the Aleotts and others, the most dynamic ~e~ican 
literary group of their day, lived here and some of their 
homes may still be visited. 
Field Tri;p 
1. Name_: Coolidge Cider Mill 
2. Address: Rockland Street, Natick ~±.·OL 3-4942 
3. Contact: Mr. Noyes Ames 
I 
4. ~e of Re~our~~: A Cider Mill 
5. ~~iect_9or!~lation: Social Studies and Health - Primary 
6 .. Pl.:!'~·instru.ction: our community 
One of New England's important farm products 
Row the cider press works 
7. ~rangements and Particulars: 
A. Number of Students: 30 
B. Time Required for Complete Tripi 1/2 hour 
c. Time of. Day: During school day, (Harvest season is best)· 
D. Transpo~tation~ Bus 
E~ Approximate Cost: Bus fee o~y 
F• Advance Notice: ,J. week 
G. Guide Furnished: Ye$ 
H. Li teratnre and Materials-: No 
8 • .-P..I?.:~_Qrip·~p. of Field TriE: 
~his is a small typical New England cider mill. It is 
verr. olean and well•managed. Children would be interested 
in the large press. · 
~he mill is open during the harvest season, but t~ owner 
might open it and explain operations to a group of pupilsf 
at other times during the year. ' 
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Field Trip 
l. ~: Dennison's Manufae~ring Oompany 
. ~ 
2. Address: Dennison Ave., Framingham !§:1. TR 3-3511 
I 
3. Contact~ Mr~ Richard ~len, (Emplo~ent) 
, 
4. Type o:f .RE!!?.2~~: Paper Products Oompany 
5. Subject Correlat~: Social Studies and Saienee -
Intermediate 
6. Pre-instruction: Discussion of paper products manufaatured 
at Dennisons 
Also how a large industry he~p~ a community 
7. Arrangements-and Partiaulars: 
A. Number of Students: 30 
B. Time Requirod for Cow~lete Trip: 3 hours 
c. Time of Day: Mid-morning is best 
D. Transportation: .:s-ua 
E· Approximate Cost: Bua fee only 
F. Advance Notice: 2 to 3 weeks 
G. Guidg Furnished: Yes 
H· Literature and Materials·: ·Yes 
8. -~P.2..soriptio.!!_9f Field Tri:e,: 
Fascinating tour watching skilled workers operating the 
presses that make Christmas paper, decorated candy wrappers, jelly jar labels, garm~nt bags, school and business labels, 
colored paper tape, and many other products. You see machines 
that print designs and apply ~e gum surfaae to cellophane 
paper simultaneously. You also can see the products paakaged 
and loaded :fox delivery. This is one of the best and largest 
mills of its kind in the world~ 
• 
• 
Field Trip 
1, Name: First Historical Iron Works 
-
2. Address: Saugus, Maesachusetts 
3. Contact: Mr~ F.A. Bansal 
4. Tzpe of Resource: A Very Early Iron Works 
~·Saugus 
8-0050 
5. Subject Oorrela~~: Social Studies and Science - Intermediate 
6. Pre-instruction: A. knowledge of New England history and how it 
developed its industries 
A knowledge of the process of early iron making 
7. Arrangements and Particulars: 
A. Number of Students: 35 
B. Time R~quired for Complete Trip: 2 hours 
c. Time of Day: 10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. 
I I 
D. Transportation: Bus. 
E. Approximate Cost: Bus fee only 
F• Advance Notice: 3 to 4 weeks 
G. Guide Furnished: Yes 
f I 
H. Literature and Materials·: Yest a folder,. also a very ·excellent 
.. training film is available. which should be seen before visit .. 
8.~DescriptiQn of Field Trip: · 
This is one of the earlie.st iron works in America. It has 
peen completely restored. Many of the original parts have 
been found and are being·used. A great deal of time ana money 
h~¥~, been put t.nto this project by the Uniued States Steel Company • 
0 
Field Trip 
1 .. Name.: First National Store 
-
2. Address: Worcester Street, Natick 
3 •. Contact: Mr. Mahoney, Store Man~ge~ 
4. Type of Resource: Large, Modern Grocery Store 
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5. Subject Correlatio~: Soeial Studies (Knowing yo~ community) • 
Primary 
6. Pre-instruction: Where we go tQ buy the things we eat 
7. Arrangements and Particulars~ 
A. Number of Students: Unlimited· 
B. Time Required for Complete Trip: 30 minutes 
c. Time of Day: 9:00 a.m. to 3;00 p.m. 
' I 
D. Transportation: Bus 
E. Approximate Cost: Bus fee onl~ 
F. Advance Notice: 1 day 
.G. Guide Furnished: Yes 
H. Literature and Materials·: No 
8. -~Pe,scription of Field Tri;e~ 
I I 
Pupils will see a large, modern grocery ~tore in operation. 
They will see. trucks bringing the food from the various areas, , 
stoakboys loading the shelves, meatman cutting and packaging 
meat, shoppers walking about the store choosing the items they 
wish tQ purchase and clerks checking out the individual purchases 
at the aheekstand. 
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Field Trip 
-- 1. !!!!!!!= Ford Motor eompany ~ 
2. Add~ess: 183 ~ddlesex Ave., Sommerville 
3. Contact: Office - Plant ~our Department 
4. Type of Resoura~: Automobile Assembly Plant 
5. Subject Corxelatio~: Social Studies and Soienee - Inter.mediate 
6. Pre-instruction: Row an automobile iS. assembled 
The importance of mass production to ou; society 
7. Arrangements and Particulars: 
A. Number of Students: 40 
B· Time Required for Complete Trip: 2 hours 
c •. Time of Day: 8:00 to ll:OO a.m. and 1:00 t9 4:00 p.m. 
I I 
D. Transportation: Bus 
E. Approximate Cost: Bus fee only 
F· Advance Notice: 3 to 4 weeks 
I I 
G. Guide Furnished: Yes, for a group of about 20 pupils 
H. Literature and Materials·: l'es, on completed ears 
S.~Description of Field TriR: 
About the best tNPe of assembly line available in Ne.w England. 
It is a straight type assembly line. Pupils start with a ~ar 
which is only a frame and watch the•car grow to a finished Ford• 
o· 
0 
Field Trip 
1. Name: Franklin Park Zoo 
-
2. Address:' Blue Hill Avenue, Bos.ton 
3·. Contact: None 
4. Type of Re·sourae: Zoo and Park 
5,; Subject Correlat~: Social Studies and N~ture Study -
Primary aud Grade Fo~ 
6. Pre-instruction: A knowledge of different kinds of animals 
and birds 
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· · :aow a zoo is run and how animals are cared for 
.. 7. Arrangements and Particulars; 
A. Number of Students: 40 
B. Time Required for Complete Trip: 2 hours 
' C. Time of Day: Bus 
D. Transportation: Bus 
E. Approximate Cost: Bus fee only 
F.' Advance Notice: No 
G. Guide FUrnished: No 
H. Literature and Materials·: None 
a •. ~Pesaription of Field Trip: 
Animals ar~ kept in buildings which are a good distance 
apart. Some distance is envolved in getting from building to 
building. The bird section of the zoo is quite goQd. Th~ 
park is well landscaped and the children should find,the 
animals very interestiDg. 
' 
• 
• 
1. ·Name:.· Fruitland 
- . 
. 
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Field Trip 
2; ·Address: Hill Mountain, Harvard, Massachusetts 
3 •· ·Contact.: : Mxt. Ha:rrieon 
!tl.Harvard 112 
' 4. Type.0f Resource: ·Indian Masettm, Historical House and Orchard 
5. Subject Oor.relat~i Social Studies - Intermediate 
6. Pre-instruction: A knowledge of ~e American Indian 
Colonists and how th~y lived 
The workings of a modern orchard 
7; Arrangements and Particulars: 
A.· Number of Students: 40 
B; ·Time Required for Complete Trip: · 2 hours 
o. ·Time of Day: lO:·oo a.m. to 12:00 p.m. and 1:00 p.m, to 4':00 p.m. 
D. ·Transportation: ·Bus 
E. ·Approximate Cost: ·Bus fee plus i .11 per pupil 
F. ,Advano~ Notice: 3 wee~ 
G. Guide Furnished: Yes 
H. LiteratUre and 'Materials: For Sale 
S._.pescri'ption of'Field Trip: 
A very: good InQ,ian museum and an earlY'· Shaker house. 
The house is a very good exam~le of earlJ·calonial design. 
The visiting clas.s might also be interested in the apple · 
orchard on a near-b~ hill • 
Field Trip 
1. Name: General Motors Plant 
........... 
, 
2. Address: Western Ave., Framingham Tel.TR 3-7421 
........... 
3. Contact: Mr. Schessl~r, Public R~lations Office 
4. Type of Resource: Au~omobile Aseembly Pl~t 
5. Subje~t Oorrelat~: Social Studi~s and Science - Intermediate 
6. Pre-instruction: A knowledge of the great change from home 
·· industries t~ the modern ass~mbly line 
7. Arrangements and Particulars:· 
A. Number of Students: 40 
B. Time Required for Complete Trip: 2 hours 
c. Time of Day: 9t00 to 11:00 a.m. and 1:00 to 4:00 p.m. 
1 ' 
1 1 
D. Transportation: Bua 
E. Approximate Cost: Bua fee onl7 
F. Advance Notice: 3 weeks 
G. Guide Furnished: Yes 
H. Literature and Materials: Yes, on finished automobile 
S.~Description of Field Trip: 
Ohi~dre~ fo~low ~e assembly line as it snakes through this 
great local plant. Th~y will see a ear start out as a skeleton 
and emerge from the painting area a finis~ed ear. This assembly 
pl~nt is new and e~loys many local p~ople. 
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Field Trip 
1. ~: Gla;;Jer and Yoffe Inc. 
2. Address: 60 - 68 North Main Street, Natick Tel. OL 3-9300 
3. Contact: Mr •. Linden 
4. ~e of Resov..rc~-: Woolen Factory 
5. ~~ject Oo:~lation: Social Studies and ~itPmetie -
Intermediate 
6. Pre-instruction: Meaa~ing material 
.The uses ~f wo~~ . . 
·How 'tio 'tia.lte a safe fJ.eld trJ.p 
7. Arrang~ments and Particulars: 
A •. Number of Students: 10 
B. Time Required for Oomplete Trip! 45 minutes 
c., Time of Day: ·9:00 a.m. to 3;00 p.m. 
D. Transportation: B~ and a walk from som& schools 
E. Approximate Cost: Bus f~e only 
F. Advance Notice: l day 
.. 
G. Guide Furnished: Yes 
. 
H. Li tera.tu.re and Materials·: No 
S.:pes~iption of ~ield Trip: 
They will see people so~tLng wool in one branch of the 
plant. It is sorted and then shipped out to other plants. 
Another section of the plant takes the woul mate~ial and , 
makes it into drapes. They will see a great deal of ma~erial 
being m§asured and cut. There is also a retail store in the 
mill. 
0-
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Field Trip 
1. Name: Grandmother•s Mince Meat Plant 
-
~ 
2. Address:.58 North Main Street~ Natick ~l·OL 3 ... 2660 
3. Contact: Mr .• Whipple or Mrs. Smith 
4. T1pe of Re~~~: A factory which makes mince meat~ jellies, 
pie fillings, and sweetmeats 
5. Subject Correlat!.2!!: Social Studies, .Arithm~tic, Science ana. 
Health ~ Primary and Intermediate 
6. Pre-instruction: Air pressure fo~ sealing containers, good 
health habits, and the ~ules of safety w4en 
walking in a plant of th~s t;v.pe 
7. Arrangements and Particulars~ 
'A. Numper of Students: 25 
B. Time ~equired for Complete Trip: l hour 
·o~ Time of Day: 1:00 to 2:30 p•~• 
, ' 
·D. Transportat~o~: B~s 
E. Approximate Cost: Bus fee only 
F. Advance Notice: l week 
·G .• Guide Furnished: ·Yes 
H· Literature and Materials: No 
a •. ~Pescription of Field Tri:e.: 
The· children will see the complete process of making 
mince meat, jams and jellies. Trucks arrive with the raw 
·products such as sugar, berr~es, nuts, fruits, spices and juices4 From the unloading platform the children can follow 
these goods through the various stages of production. mhey 
can see the sorting and weighing stations, the. mixing pots, 
the oooking pots, the canning vats, the labeling stations, 
~d the shipping station. 
• 
• 
Field Trip 
1. Name:Hood'e Milk Plant 
- ,... 
2. Address:~oo Ru~herford Ave., Charlestown ~·OH 2-0600 
3. Oontact:Plaut Visitation Department 
4. Type of Resource: A Modern Milk Plant 
5. Subject Correlat~:Health. Science and So~ial Studie$-
Intermediate 
6. Pre-instruction: ·~he· importance o:f milk to. a oo,mmuni ty and the 
necessity of sanitary ~onditious 
., HQw milk is pasteurized · 
7. Arrangements and Farticulars: 
A. Number of Students: 40 
B. Time Required for Complete Trip: 1 hou; 
o .. Time of Day: 9:00 a.~m. to 4:0.0 p.m. 
I I , , 
D. Transportation: Bus 
E. Approximate Cost: Bus fee only 
F. Advance Notice: 2 weeks 
G. Guide Furnished: Yes 
H. Literature and Materials·: Fold{:}r' with pictures 
8 •. ~Description of Field Tri;e: 
This is one of the nation 1 s most moder·n dairy plants., GroU];lS 
will be given guided tours which should be of more than unusual 
inte~est. They will see bottles being filled and capped. a pape~ 
container packaging machine which turns out 40,000 quarts of milk 
daily, an up-to-date laboratory, and the milk pasteurizing system • 
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Field Tri:e 
l· ~: Tour of Lexington 
2. ACldress: 'Lexington, Massachusetts 
3. Contact: :No:p.e 
4. Ty-o·e o~ ~e~2._~!: RiE;ltoricaJ. Siiie .. American Revolution 
5. ~~;Je'at Correlat!£!!: Uni tea. States History "'!' Intermediate 
6. ~-instruction: A know~edge of Lexingt~n in Pre-Revolutionary 
War days 
Oaptain Parke~ and the B~ttle of Le~~gton 
7. Arrangements and Particulars: 
A.. Numb.er of Students: 40 
B. Time Required for Complete Trip: l and l/2 hours 
o. Time of Day: 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. 
. ' ' I 
D. Transportation~ Bus 
E. Approximate Oost: ~us fee plus a small charge for visiting 
some of the hqus~s 
F. Advance Notiae:None · 
G. Gu~de Furnished: las, at informatio~ booth and at tavern 
H. Li tera.ture and Materials·: Y~$. 
S.~~~~oription of Field Trip: 
A group s~ould. start the tour on Lexi~gton G~een where 
theY may observe Kitson 1 s statue of the " Minutema~" and a 
stone marking the battle line. It was here that Oaptain Parker 
said to the farm~rs, " Stand your groun~, don't fire unlesa 
fi~ed upon, but if they mean to have a war, let it begin here.Q 
The group should then go thrGugh the tavern and some of , "' 
the other famous houses. 
0 
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Field Trip 
1- ~: Logan International Airport 
2. Address: East Boston, Massa~husetts ~;b. ·East 7-5400 
3. Contact: Mr. Alabso, State Office of Public Relations 
, 
4. Type of Re~~~: International Airport 
5. Subject Oor:relation: Social Studies, Science and .Arithmetic -
Intermediate 
6. Pre-instruction: An unit on how air travel affects our daily lives 
Row to read time schedules, time ~on~s, and 
the theory of flight· 
7 .. 4rrangements and Particulars: 
A. Number of S-'Gudents: 40 
B~ Time Required for Complete Trip: l to 2 hours 
0.. Time of Dayt 10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. 
, ' , t 
D. Trans~ortationt Bus 
E. Approximate Cost: Bus fee plus $ .10 to go out on the 
flight de~k 
F• Advance No~ice: l to 2 weeks 
G. Guide Furnished: Yes 
H. Li teratu.re and Materials: Yes, travel folders, time schedules 
8. -~pescripti.on of Field T:rii>~ 
This is one of the largest civilian airports in New Engl~d~ 
Many foreign planes can be seen landing he:Qe• Tour will inc~iide' 
a trip ~o the weather station and some at the h~gers. Children 
:may even be taken through a plane. An excellent view,of the 
principle o.f fl~ght may be seen from the flight deck. 
• 
• 
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Field Trip 
1. Name: Lookout Farm 
-
2. Address: 85 Pleasant Street, South Natick ~~· OL 3-1066 
3. Contact: Mr. Jennes~ 
, 
4. Trpe of Re~~~~: A ~arge Produce Farm 
5. S?-bject Cor:relation: Soeial Studi~~. Seie:p.ce and Health • 
Primar7 
6. Pr~-instruction: A knowledge of h~ the farmer contrib~tes 
food to o~ daily lives. 
An un1 t on how plante develop an~ grow 
7. Arrangements and Particulars: 
A. Number of Students: 40 
B. Time Required for Complete Trip:. 1 to 2 hours 
c. Time of Day: Anytime during the school day 
D· Transportation: Bus 
E. Approximate Cost: Bus fee only 
F. Advance ~otice: 2 weeks 
G. Guide Furnished: Yes 
H. Li teratu.re and Materials·: No 
8._.pescription of Field Trip; 
TAi~ is P+Obably the largest produce f~rm in the Natick 
~ea. Large greenhouses are used £or starting the growth of 
plauta. Some farm animals can be observed around the farm. 
Best t~me of year to visit i~ during the harvest seaso~, and 
late Spring for first plants coming out of the ground~ 
, 
• 
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Field Trip 
l.· Nam~: Ma.parium at Babson Institute and Babson Park 
2. Address: ~aba&n Park Map Building, Wellesley ~·WE 5-1200 
3. Contact: ~ss.Giovani 
4. T¥Pe of Re~~~: Maparium an~ Bird Sanctuary 
5. Subject Oorrelat~: Social Studies and Sci~nee -
Intermediate 
6. Pre-instruction: A simple knowledge of the globe, such as the 
position of the different continent~ 
A knowledge of ~ifferent kinds of birds 
7. Arrangements and Particulars: 
A. Number of Students: 40 
B., Time Required for Complete Trip: 1 anQ. l/ 2 hours 
c •. Time of Day: Daily except :Mondaf, 10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m; 
D. Transportation: Bus 
E. Approximate Cost: Bus fee. only 
F· Advance Notice: 1 to 2 weeks 
G. Guide Furnished: Yes 
H. Literature and Materials: Yes 
8 •. : P_Etsori;ption of Field T:ri;e~ 
f I I I 
Pupils will see a giant globe of the world which turns on 
its own ax~a. IDhis is one of t~e largest of its kind in the 
world. This,would be very good for the fourth grade who are 
~ust beginning to study the world. 
A bird sanctuary is located on the grounds. 
The Oolema~ map building houses the la~gest relief map in 
the country. Principal cities i~entify themselves through 
electric beacons controlled from the spectators balcony. 
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Field Trip 
l. ~! Massachusetts State House 
2. Address: Beacon Hill at Park Street !Q--OA 7-4600 
3. Contact: Police Sergeant on the Front Desk 
4. !lPe of R~~~~~: Historic and Civic Site 
5. §.~iec.:LQ~!,2J.a·tion: Social Studie.s - Intermediate 
6 .. Pl_:!?-·inst:cu.cti_2B:: Organization of the State Government 
. History of the a.tate House 
7. Arrangements and Particulars: 
A. Number of Students: 40 
B. Time R~quired for Complete Trip: 3 hours 
C. Time of Day: 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p·.m. 
D. Transportation: Bus 
E. Approximate Cost: Bus fee only 
F. Advance Notioe: None 
G. Guide Furnished: Yes 
H. Li terai;ure and ·Materials·: No 
8. _.;p_~:~_tiptiO!!....£.f F.ield Tri:e: 
This is one of t·he old'est state houses in Unit~d States. 
It was :finil3hed in 1798. It was designed by Satn'!lel Bulfinch.' 
Many war relicst historica~ paintings and flags m~ oe seen. · 
Ohi~dren will be. interested in the n· sacred codfish n which, 
gives the wind direction. 
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Field Tri;e 
l• Name: Middlesex Zoo 
-. 
2. Address:. Stoneham, Massaahusetts Tel. 
--
3. Oontaat: None . · 
~. Type of Resourae; A Zoo 
5. Subject Oorrelat~: Seienee and Social Studies ~ Primary 
. ·6. Pre-instruction: A knowledge of animals 
Be able to identify different kinds, 
know the food they eat, and where they live 
7. Arrangements and Partiaulars: 
A. Number of Students: .A:r;J.y number 
B. Time Requi.red for Complete Trip: l to 2 hours 
c. Time of Day: 9:00 $.m. to 5;00 p.m. 
, , 
D. Transportation: Bus 
E. Approximate Cost: Bus :fee ouly 
F. Advance Notice: None 
G. Guide Furnished: No 
H. Literature and Materials·: No 
S •.. pescription of Field TriJ>: 
I f 
This is a mGderate size zoQ and park. A goQd p~aee to 
take a class who is studying different kinds of animals. 
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. Field Trip 
.. · 1. Name: Morse Institute ~ .. _.....,..__ 
. , 2. Adaress: East O~ntral Stre~t, Natick 
3. Contact: ~ss Stevens 
!tl· OL 3-4252 
: . ~ •. Type of Resource: Th~ Local Library 
5 ... Subject Correlation: Language, Soeial Studies and Reading -
Intermediate 
6. Pre-instruction: Row to use the library 
How we act in th~ library 
• r • 
. ' 
Row we look up ref.erenees and books 
7. Arrangements an~Particulars: 
A. Number of Students: 35 
B. Time Required for Complete Trip: l/2 hour 
c. Time of Day: 9:30a.m., to 12:00 p.m. and l:OO p.m. tp 4;00 p~m. 
D. Transport~tion: Bus for some schools and a walk for others 
. E. Approximate Cost: Bus fee only 
F. Advance Notice: l we&k 
G. Guide Furnished: Yes 
lh Li·terature and Materials: No 
S.ypesariEtion of Field .Trip: 
The adult library is loeated downstairs and the children's 
section is upstairs. Center School has assigned monthly 
visits to the children's section, but they may also be . 
intere~ted in visiting~the adult's section. Other schools 
will certainly be interested in visiting both seQtions of the 
library. 
S~~ston University 
ool o~ Education 
Library 
• 
Field Trip 
1 .. ~: Mu.eeum of Fine .Arts 
2. Address: Huntington Avenue, Boston Te1:_.KE 6-5866 
.. ' 
3. Contact: Front Deek at the Museum 
4. Type of Resourc~: A MUseum 
5. Subject Correlation: Social Studies, Art and Music -
Intermediate 
6. Pre-instruction~ How a museum is operated 
Instruction would also depend on the unit 
being studied at the time 
7. Arrangements and Particulars: 
A. Number of Students: 40 
B. Time Required for Complete Trip: 2 to 3 hours 
.. 
c. Time of Day: 10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. (closed Mondays) 
'. 
D. Transportation: Bus 
,. 
E. Approximate Cost: Bus fee only 
.. 
F. Advance Notice: No~ but is desirable 
,, 
G. Guide Furnished: Yes 
,. 
H. Literature and Materials·: Yes, by pu,rchase 
8 •. ~Pescription of Field Tri;e.: 
... 
This is one of the finest museums in the East. There is 
a. wonderful collection of Royal EgY,Ptian sculpture.· The Greek 
se~pture and Asiatie art are also very fine. Full-sized 
rooms of major periods of history can be visited. Visiting 
collections are shown at the mueeum at different•times. 
0 
0 
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Field Trip 
"' ' 
,l• ~: The R~nry Wilson Museum and the Natiok Bell 
. . .._ .. ~~ 'Address: We13t Cent:r;oal Street, Natiok 
5 •. Conta.ot: None 
4. TlPe of Re~~~: Bistorio. Site of Henry Wilson's 
Cobbler Shop ~ 
5. [~iec~ Carrel~~: Sooial Studi~l3 • Inte~mediate 
' 
.s. l_re-·ins'"truction: The life o:f Ulysses s. Grant, especially 
as the Pres~dent of the United States and 
his ~ioe-Pr~sident, Henry Wilson 
' 
'J.,. Arrangements and. Particulars: 
A. Number of St~dents: 40 
B.· Time Required for Complete Trip: 30 m:l.nut~s 
. . 
.0. Time of Day: An1time during sohoo.l day 
. . . 
. D •. ·Transportation: Bus 
E. Approximate Cost: Bus fee only 
F.. Advanoe.Notioe: None 
G. Guide Furnished: No 
H •. Li tel'ature and Materials·: .No 
s.~p~cription of Field Trip: 
He~y Wilson, a. Natiok oobbler and shoe-maker became 
Viee-Fresident of the United.Sta.tes under Ulysses s. Gr~t 
in la73. The shop is preserved. in his memory. His ·to'ols, 
papers~'Qooks, and letters a~e j~st ash~ left ~hem to go to. 
Washington. 
The. Na~iok B~ll is a huge bel~ that st~nds on the l.w.n 
of the oobbler shop. It was used by th~ re.sidents of Natiek 
for generations to notify each other of gre.at events. It 
rang for sueh ooeasions as calling out the local volunteers 
to fight in the revolution, rejoicing when the Civil War was 
over, to eall the National Guard for the First World War, to 
ring the news of Pearl Harbor. the passing of Franklin 
·Roosevelt, V-E and V-J Day, and when our dead from the 2m 
World War. arrived. It is the Vo~ce of Natick. 
0· 
Field Trip 
1. ~: MUseum of Sc:$-ence 
2. Address: Science Park, Boston ~·RE 2-1410 
3. Contact: Mr. B. Washburn or Desk 
. . ' , 
4. Type of Re~~~~: Seienoe Museum 
5. Sub_.iect Cor:ttelat:h2.!'!: Science, Social Studies and Natur13 Study -
Intermediate 
6. Pre-instruction: Depending on the unit whieh the children 
are studying 
Such units as astronomy, cQmmunica~ions and 
d npature would be good 7. Arrangements an articu~ars: 
A. Number of Students: 55 
B. Time Required for Complete Trip: 2 hours 
c. Time of Day: 9:00 a.m. to 4;00 p~m. 
' I 
, , 
D. Transportation! Bus 
E. Approximate Cost: Bus fee plus $ ~25 p13~ pupil 
F. Advance Notice: .3 to 4 weeks 
G. Guide Furnish.ed: Yes 
H. Literature and Materials·: Yes for sale 
S._~pescri}?tion of Field Tri{!: 
There are manJ different types of ex~bits which vary from 
time to time. Exibits vary all tha way from a jet engine to 
$ lighthouae•lense. A talk is usually given at the end of a tour 
using wild animaJ.s• A large planettarium is under construction 
and will be excellent when completed. This is a very worthwhile 
trip to take• 
Field Tr-ip 
,1'! Name: The :Natick Bulletin 
-
2. Address: 19 South Avenue, Natick Tel. OL 3-8080 
3. Contact: Bessie M. Fairbanks, Editor 
.4. Type of Resourc-e; Local Weekly Newspaper and Printing Office 
5. Subject Correlat~: Social Studies - Primary 
Social Studies, Science, Arithmetic and 
Englis.h - Intermediate 
6. Pre-instruction: How the: Newspape;r helps tba community 
How the print~ng press operates 
How advertisi.ng helps pay for a newspaper 
7. Arrangements and Particulars: 
' A. Number of Students: 20 
B. Time Required for Complete Trip: 1/2 hour 
c. Time of Day:· 9:00a.m. to 4:00· p.m~ 
, 1 J t 
D~ Transportation: Bus and a walk :from Center School 
E. Approximate Cost·: Bus :fee. only 
F. Advance Notice: 1 week 
G. Guide Furnished: Yes 
H. Literature and Materials·: .No 
s~~pescription of Field Trip: 
This is a small local newspaper and printing office. 
It pub~ishes a weekly newspaper of ~igh standing. It is, 
growing with the town. Thursday morning is the best time 
to visit as the weekl~ paper is being run off. However the 
smaller presses are working every day. Child~en Will be 
interested in the operations ot the. linotype machine. 
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Field Trip 
1. Name:Nat1okPolioe Station and District Oo~t House 
-
2. Address: 2 Park Street, Natick 
3. Contact: Officer ~arvey 
4. Tipe of Resource:Poliae Station and Oqurt Ho~se 
5. Subject Correlat~: Social St~dies ~ Pr~mary 
Social Studies • I~terme~iate 
6. Pre-instruction: How the Police ~~l~ our community 
How our court system works 
7. Arrangements and Particulars: 
A. Number of Students: 35 
B. Time Required for Complete Trip: l hour 
c. Time of Day: Anytim~ during the school day 
~l· OL 3•1212 
D. Transportation: Bus, except for the O~nter School who are 
w~thin walking distance 
E. Approximate Cost: Bus fee only 
F· Advance Notice: 1 to 2 weeks 
G. Guide Furnished: Yea., a police officer 
H. Literature and Materials: No 
· 8. _~Description of Field Tri;e.: 
.. 
This is a very impressive tour for young children. They are 
shown various types of guns, bullet-proof vests, a target range, 
a few ce~ls, the police radio system and police cars. The older 
pupils wo,uld be interested in the court room which is next to the 
police station. With special permission, they might sit in on 
the traffic court, or part of an actual trial. 
Field Trip 
1. ~: Natiok Pumping Station and Reservoir 
2. Address: 1076 Worcester Street, Natiok 
{R~servoi~ is off Union Street) 
3. Contact: Mr. Baker 
4 •. Tlpe of Resource: Looal Water Works and Reservoir 
5. Subject Correlat~: Health, Soeial Studies and Soienee -
Intermediate 
Health and Sooial Studies - P~ima;y 
6. Pre-instruction: Primary - How we get our water 
Intermediate - Th~ water system and how it 
operates 
7. Arrangements and Particulars: 
A. Number of Students: 40 
B. Time Required for Complete Trip: 1 to 2 hours 
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~ 
c. Time of Day: 9.;00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m. ~d 1:00 p.m. to 4:00 p~m. 
, , , , 
D. Transportation: Bus 
E. Approximate Cost: Bus fee only 
F. Advance Notice: 2 weeks 
G. Guide Furnished: Yes, at Pumping Station 
H· Literature and Materials: No 
S.JDesoription of Field Trip: 
I f 
Natick has one of the purest water supplies in the. 
state~ Wat~r is pumped from threa deep wells from the 
so-called "Glacier Stre~"· It has no purifiers added. 
Pupils can~observe pumps at the station and see a map of the 
pipe lay-out. Then they can go to the reservoir and see 
why Natick has good water pressure. Location of the reservoir 
is high and an e~cel~ent view o.f the town is observed from 
its heights~ 
, , 
• 
• 
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Field Trip 
1. Name: Natick Science Park 
-
2. Address: Town Fo~est, Natick Tel.QL 3-0500 
......-.- .. '..., 
3., Contact: Mr~ Gleason, Lilja School 
, 
4·~. T1pe of Re~m:£.~: Natural Sciences 
5., §_~ieat Cor:relat~: Science, Soeial Studias, .Arithm~tic, 
Health and Art • Primary and Intermediate 
6. Pre-instru.ation: General knowledge of how to take a nature walk 
GeQlogiea.l hi$tory covering ice ages• 
7. Arrangements ana P~rticulars: 
A. Number of St~dents: Unlimited 
B. Time Required for Complete Trip: 2 to 3 hQurs 
c. Time of Day: Anytime during the school day 
D., Transporta"'jion: Bus and a walk from c~rtain scho~ls 
E., Approxima·~e Cost: Bus fee only 
F•. Advance No.~uiae: None 
G. Guide Furnished: If desir~d, notify in advance 
H· Literature and .Materials·: A bookl~t on the park 
A color film on hQw to use the park 
S.~p~orip~n of Field Trip; 
This i~ a developed area of woodland ~ni ~wampland. It is a 
typical corner of .New England vegetation and wildlife. 'EVidences ~· 
of ~e glacial period can be clearly seen. Th,re arerinstruments 
located on a high hill indicat.ing the sun~s movements. There is a 
six inch telescope available t~ use in the park• 
• 
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Field Trip 
1· ~: Natiak Trust Gompany 
2. Address: 34 Main Street, Natick Tel.. OL 3-5100 
3. Oontaot: Mr. Potter 
, 
4. ~e of Resouro2: Local Bank 
5. §..'t!E..,ject Cor~]:_at_ion! Ari thmeti.d ""' Intermediate 
Soaial Studies - Primary 
6. Pre-instruction: The arithmetia connected with banking -
Intermediate 
How the bank helps our community - Primary 
7. Arrangements and Partioulars: 
A. Number of Students: 25 
B. Time Required for Complete Trip: 1/~ ~ l hour 
O. Time of Day: 9:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. 
J). TransportaJGion:. Bus and a walk from Center School 
E. Approximate Cost: Bua fee only 
F. Advance Notice: 1 week 
G. Guide Furnished: Yes 
H. Li terato.re and Materials·: Yes 
8 .• _.1}~_£!'iption of Field Trip: 
This is a local bank where children can observe telLe~s 
at work. mhey will see how important addition and subtraction 
really are when it co.mes to tha use of money-. 
Children will be ver:y inter·ested in going into the vaults 
and s~e:tng tb..e alarm system tba.t protects the. bank. 
The six.th grade children will be interest.ed to see how:-
such things as interest is figured. 
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l· !!!a!: New England Pressed Steel Oom:pany 
2. Address: 89 Washington Ave., Natick . ~s~. OL 3-6000 
3._ Contact: Mr. John l?armenter 
' 4. ~~ of Re.~!-_r.!!~~ Steel Plant 
5 • ·.§.l:!:.~tecji~Q!'!.§la·tion! Sci~nce, Social Studias and. Arithmetic -
Intermediate 
6 .. ~ .. re-·instru.£.!?:.2]1;: The uses of steel 
Row steel is changed into different shapes 
7. Arrangemenjts and P~rticulars: 
A. N~ber of St~dents: 25 
£~ Time Required for Complete Trip: 1 hour 
c. Time of Day: 10;00 a.m. to 3:00p.m. (not near the first·or 
end of the month) · • 
D. Transpoxtation: Bus and a walk from certain schools 
E., Approxima·!ie Cost: Bua fee only 
F. Advance Notice: 2 days 
G.· Guide Furnished: Yes 
H. Li te:r.ai"11't'e and Materials; No 
Heavy machinery is used in this pl~t. The articles are 
not finished in this plant,· they are partly shaped. Th~ steel 
eomes to the plant in big sheets. The pupils will·see 
~abrioation of steel blanked in its stripped form, electric 
spot welding. assembly work,paoking and shipping and rust-
proofing of steel. Careful supervision is a must in this plant. 
• 
Field Trip 
1~ ~: New England ~elephone and ~~legrap~ Com~apy 
· (Natick Branch) 
~-· Add~ess: 53 East Oent~al Street, Natick ~'3~. OL 3-9950 
3 .• Contact: Mr. Murphy 
4~ T~ne of Resour~~: ~elephone Exchange 
5. ~~iec~~~a-tion: Science and Social Studies Intermediate 
Social St~dies - Primary 
6. Pre-·instru.cti~n: ~he knowledge of. how the telephone serves th.e 
community 
The advantages of. the dial system 
7. Arrangements and Particulars; 
A. Number of Students: 35 
B. Time
0 
Required for Complete Trip: 1/2 to 1 hour 
c. Time of Day: 9:00a.m. t~ 4:oo·p.m. 
D•. Transporta"'..;:i:on: Bus and a waJ.k :from Lincoln Schoa-1 and. 
Center Sahool 
E~ Approximate Cost: Bus :fee only 
F. Advance Notice: 1 weak 
G. Guide Furnished: Yes 
H. Li terai.i1.1.re and Materials·:. Yes 
8·. :P2.~.;·i:pti~p. of Field Trip: 
This is a ver.y new telephone o:f£ic·e. It has the latest 
dial telephone equipment. There is a small repair section 
anl the main telephone office. Children should be very 
interested in the dial system; as many of them remember the 
old styla system • 
0 
Field Trip 
1 .. ·· ·~:··olq. North Church and the Pa.ul Revere House 
. 
. 
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2. ·Address: 'Church - 193 Salem Stree~, Boston 
· House - North Street, Boston 
3. 'Contact: ·church -· Sexton 
Tel.Ohuroh -
-:- LA ~-6676 
House - Desk 
4. · Type of Resource:.· Ristorioal 81 tes 
5·. SubJect· Correlat~: Social Studies - Intermediate 
6 .. Pre-instruction:· Pre-Revolutionary War in early Boston 
~ul Revere's importance and connectiou 
with the church 
7.~ arrangements and Particulars: 
A. Number of Students: 40 
B.' Time Required for Complete Trip: 2 hours 
o: Time of Day:· Ch~ch - 10:00 a.m. to 12;00 and. 1;00 to 2:00 p.m. 
f I 
D; Transportation} Bws 
E; Approximate Cost: Bus fee plus~ small fee at' the 
house for students F; Advance Notice; None 
G; Guide Furnishe~: Yes, both places. 
H~ Literature and Materials·: At Revere House for sale. 
S:ypescription of Field Trip~ 
Because of the connection between Revere and the Old 
North Ohttrch and ~e nearnesa in distanee between the two, 
it is retconmended that both b'e see.n dur.ing the same trip. 
The Old North Church was built in 1723. Its steepl~ 
has been reconstructed since Hurricane Carol, and in tliis 
tower were hung the lantern,$ for Revere and Dawes. It is 
an excellent example of colonial architecture. 
The Revere Rouse is the oldest building in Boston, 
be~ng built in 1660~ Revere lived here for 30 years. 
Examples of Revere's silverware can be seen and the house 
is furnished as it~was in 1770. 
' , 
• 
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Field Tri;e 
1- ~: Old State Rouse 
2. Address: 206 Washington Street, Bo~ton ~eL. LA 5-7033 -~ 
3. Uontact: Desk; at the Old State House 
4. ~e of Re~~~: Historical Site 
5. ~~iect Correlat!£g: Social Stu~ies • Int~r.m~diate 
. 
6. ~-instruction: P~e-Revolu~ionary America under British ~ule 
and'lat~r under Colonial rul~ • 
. 
7. Arrangements and Particulars: 
A. Number of Students: 40 
B. Time Required for Complete Trip: l hour 
o. Time of Day: 9;00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. 
I r , . 
D. ~ransportation: B.us 
E. Approximate Cost: Bus fee. only 
F. Advance Notice: Bon~ 
G. Guide Furnished: Yes 
H. Literature and Materials·: Some for sale to help the 
8.~~~oription of Field Trip~ 
Bostonian Society 
This is the oldest state building in the United States. 
It was :first built in 1657, ~at~r it wa~ rebuilt in 1747. ' 
It oont~ns many early jmerican articles, Excell~nt ~hip 
mo.dels of early colonial ships may be ~een. The convention 
m~t here to adopt tbe Federal OoustitutiPn• The. outside of 
the buil~~ng is an e~cellent exampl~ of British-American 
Colonial architecture. 
• 
Field Tri-p 
1.-Name: Fostoffiee 
--
. . 
2· •. Address: 15 Oommon Street, Natick 
3.·0ontact: Eostmaster 
4.· T1pe of Re~~~: u~s. Mail System 
, , 
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5 .. Subject Oor·relat~: Social Studies, Arithmetic and Language -
Primary and Int~rmediate 
6. Pre-instru.ction: The importanoe of the postoffice to th~ 
community. 
How we send lQtters and where they go 
7. firrangements and. _g~rticulars :· 
A .. · Number of 8t"G.dents: 40 
B.· Time Required for Complete Trip: 1 hour 
0. Time of Day: 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. 
' , 
D. Transporta~ion: Bus 
E.- Approxima·~e Cost:. ~ fee only 
F.· Advance No"'uice; 1 day 
G~ Guide Furnished: Yes 
H. Li tera"vu.re and Materials·:: No 
S·~Pescription of Field TriR: 
I , 
This is a typical u.s. postoffice. Ohildren can watch letter 
canceling. loading of mail; sorting of•mail, R.F.D. carriers 
preparing for the. a,ay' s deli very t sacks of mail. destined :for ei t1es1 
states, countries being sacked and stamps being sold. Older 
ehildl.'en might be interested in hQw money can be sent through the • ~ 
mail. 
0 
:E'ield: Tri;e_ 
1. ~: A Tour o:f Plymouth 
2. Address: Tourist Information Booth 
Samoset Street, Plymouth 
3. Contact: The Chamber of Commerce 
35A Main Street, Plymouth 
4. ~e of Re~~~: Historical Site 
T.el. 
---·-""' 
5. ~~tect_9_2!!2;la·~~: Social Studies - Intermediate 
65 
6. Pl~··instru.ction: The beginifings and e:x::plorations of .Americ~ 
!!!he Pilgrams and their :p.art in this. settlement 
How Plymouth was settled 
7. Arrangements an~rticulars: 
· • -A ... ~Nuinoer of· Students: 40 
] . B. Time aequ~red for Complete Trip: 4 hours 
o. Time . of D~y: 9:00 a.m • to 7:00 p.m. 
. 
, 
' 
, , 
D. Transporta-'uion: Bus 
E .. Approximat~ Cost: Bus :fee plus $5.00 for 
., 
F. Advance Notice: Only if guide is desired 
~ G. Guide Furnished: Yea, if requested' 
· R· I.i te:r.a-'Gl.l!'9 and Materials: Yes 
the guid.e 
8 • :. P.2~~:i.p"Si. o.!LE_t._~j.elcl__!-r.iE: 
Pupils a~ walk or go by bus on this tour. !!!hey will 
see Plymo~th Rock, a house built in 1621 which•has been 
reproduced, an old :fort, the town broQk, the eemetary, the 
Fore:father"s Monument, and many old houses. A booklet is. 
available upon request which describes the·tour. More 
reproductions are :planned :for the :fu~re. 
• I 
, •. 
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t_ield Trip 
l. Name: Robert Gair Company 
-
2. Address:. North Main Street, Natick ~~~·OL 3-9100 " 
3. Contact: Mr. !.Uooker 
4. ~~ of ResotE£~: :Paper Mill 
5. ~~ject_9o1·r~~at~: Social Studies, Arithmetic and Soi~nce -
Intermediate 
6. ~l~-·instru.ction: !!:he uses_ of cardboard in our everyday living 
Rules o~ safety in taking field trips, 
(Open presses, saws, eto.) 
7. Arrangements and P.articulars: 
A. Number of Students: 25 
B. Time Required for Complete Trip: 1/2 hour 
c. Time of Day: afternoon 
D. Transportation: Bus and a walk from Murphy School 
. . 
E. Approximate Cost: Bus fee only 
F. Advance Notice: 3 days 
G. Guide Furnished: Yes 
H. Li terat1.1re and Materials·: No 
8-~Pefo~!iptio~_pf Field TriE: 
This is a very interesting and unusual field trip. This 
factory takes waste paper and reprocesses it into cardboard, 
th~ type used in making cartons for suoh things as toothpaste, 
sh~ving soap, cosmetics~ candy bQxes, cigarette cartQns, etc. 
Tha children will see the reprocessing of waste paper; its journey through the vats and presses to its cutting and sealing 
stations, to the labeling, packing, and shipping departments. 
, 
, 
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Field ~rip 
~ 1. ~: Seismograph Statio~ at Weston College 
• 
2. Address: 51~ Ooncor~ Rd,, Weston 
3. Contact: Father Lincoln 
4. Type of Re.~~~: Sei.smograph Station and Rook OolleQtion 
.5, Subject Cor:rel~t!.£!!: Science and Social Studies -
Intermediate 
6. Pre-instruction: A study of earthquakes and how th~y have 
affected oivilizatio~ 
7. Arrangements and Particulars: 
A. Number of Students~ 50 
B. Time Required for Complete Trip: 1 hour 
o. Time of Day: 10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m, 
' ' D. Transportation: ~s 
E.'Approximate Cost: Bus £ee only 
F. 'Advance Notice: 5 weeks at least 
G. Guide Furnished: Yes 
H. Literature and Materials:. No 
8.~pesoripti~n of Field TriR: 
1 I 
This would be valuable for the older children. ~hey hav~ 
a wonderful place to visit. A Jesuit father describes the 
workings and values of a seismograph, Eupils may observe the 
seismograph ~n action. 
They also have a·wonderful collection of different types 
o~ rooks• 
0 
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Field !Crip 
1. ~: Sharon Wildlife Sanctuary 
2. Address: Moose Hill, Sharon ~·Sharon 691 
3. Contact: Mr. Busservitz 
, 
4. Type of Reso~.~: Wildlife Sanctuary, Audubon Soei~ty Bird Haven 
and Museum 
5 • Subject Co:r"t·e).a't~: Science and Social Studies + 
· Inte~media te · 
6. Pre-instruction: New England veget~tiont bir~ and animal life 
Row to take a nat~e walk 
7. Arrangements and Particulars: 
A. Number of Students~ 40 l 
B. Time Required.for Complete Trip: 3 hours 
o. Time of Day: 9:00 a.m. to 4;00 p.m. 
f I I 1 
D. Transportation: Bus 
E. Approximate Cost: BtJ,s fee plus $20 for- the Audubon Society 
F. Advance No.~liice: 3 to' 4 weeks 
G. Guide Furnished: Yes 
H· Literature and Materials: Yes, for ptJ.roh~se 
8~ _.p~c:::cri:p'bi~n of Fi~ld T:ri:£: 
This is a small museum with fatuffed birds of New ~land. A 
oQllection of pictures of New England bi~ds and animals is £ound 
in the mnseum. Mr. Busservitz gives many interesting talks on the 
-~mala and bi:r:ds :f!ound around the. museum and grounds~ This is 
followed by a nature walk through the sanctuary. Mr. ,Busservitz 
points out different vegetation, bird and animal life during the 
waJ.k. 
·veld Tr,ip 
1, ~: Shopper•~ World 
~ 
2. Ad~ress: ·Worcester Tu:rnpike, Framingham Tel. 
--
3. Contact: None 
4. Type of Re~~~~ Business and Shopp~ng Area 
5. Subject Cor:relation: Social Studies - Primary 
6. Pre-instruction: Where we go to buy the things we need 
7. Arrangements and Particulars: 
A. Number of Students: 40 
B. Time Required for Complete Trip: l hour 
c. Time of Day: 9:00 ~.m. to 4:00 p.m. 
, , 
D. Transportation: Bus 
E. Approximate Cost: Bus fee only 
F· Advance Notice: None 
G. Guide Furnished: No 
H. Literature and Materials: No 
8. -~pescription of Field TriE,: 
I I 
A modern futuramic shopping center with all types of 
stores and shops. The center section is a garden area 
which is landscaped to fit the season of the year. There is 
also a small amusement area for young children« • 
0 
. . . 
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Field T:r.i;e 
1 .. ~: SQuth Natick Historical Museum 
2. ~ddress: South Natick Square 
. . 
3. Contact:. M113s Mabel Parmenter 
4. Txpe of Re.~~~: Historical Museum, (Indian an~ Early Settlers) 
5. §..l!Q_,iect o.orre1._at~: Speial Studies • Primary and Intermediat~ 
6. !,~~·instruction: History of early .Natiok, ~specially the 
life and work of John EliQt 
7. Arrangements and Particulars: 
A. Number of Students: 30 
B. ~ime Required for Complete Trip: l hour 
o. Time of Day: 9!00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. 
, , , , 
D. Transportation~ B'!l,s, except a walk from Eliot School 
•' E. Approximate Cost: Bus fee only 
F • Advance Notice: 2 day~ 
G. Guide Furnished: Yes 
H. Li teratu.re and Materials·: No 
a.· :Pe.scription of Field Trip: 
Tha ebildren will see many documentS., Indian eharterl3t 
~ps and priqeless papers of John Eliot, the firl3t minil3t~r 
to convert the Indians. The maseum also contains one of the 
:six original Bibles that John Eliot translated into the 
Indian tongue. You may also see weapons they used~ A very 
revealing glanoe into the beginnings of Natiok and,the ways 
of its people a+e vividly seen in this tou~. 
· - Across the village square is t4e histor±e Eliot Church. 
It il3 one of the. oldest ohurohes in the country. Here 
George Washington and his men rested under the sp~eading 
oa~ while marehi~ on their way to the fighting i~ Boston. 
,l, Name: The Steel Museum 
·-
2. Address: 100 Barber Avenue, Worcester 
.3. Contact: Front Desk, Mr. Gagney 
.. 4. Type of· Resour.c:e: Steel Museum and Steel :Plant 
7J,. 
: Tel.J?L 5-4361 
5. Subj~ct Correlation: Social Studies, Science and Arithmetic -
Intermediate 
. 6. Pre':"'in·struat:i.on: A review of the "Age of. Armor", ef:lpecially 
around the times of the crusades. 
A study of how steel is used in todays 
modern :plants 7. Arrangements and Particu1ars: 
A. Number of Students; 40 
B. Time Required for Complete Trip: 2 to 3 hours· 
.c. Time of Day: 8 ~ 30 a.m. to 4:30 p .. m. except Sat-u.rday afternoon, 
~Ul,l..day. ·-and Holidays' , 
.D. Transportation: Bus. 
E. Approximate Cost: Bus fee only 
-F .• Advance -Notice·: 2 weeks 
G .• ·Guide Furnished: Yes 
H. Literature and Materials': Free folders 
S.)Description of Field TriE: 
The steel museum has two main wings. !!!he Modern wing is 
devoted to machine-made metal products ~eaded by crowning 
examples of mass production, such as houaehold utensils~ 
automobiles an~ airplanes. The Ancient wing devotes itself 
to the products of o~ predecessors- the Armorers- ~s dominated 
·b.y a group of armor eli knights mouni;ed on their chal.'gers ~ ready 
for the joust in full steel panoply. Children may try on some 
of the armor. 
The adjoining steel mill and press ~hops are also open 
to the public. 
.Field Trip 
0' :.1.; ~: Sturbridge Village 
2. Addr~ss: Sturbridge, Massachusetts 
· 3. Oonta<?t: Director, School Admission 
72 
TeJm Diekens 
- 7 ... 2332 
4. Type of Resour~e: Historical, A Replica of a Colonial Village 
· 5 •. Subject· Oorre~-2!,!: soeial studieS - Intermediate 
.6. P:t>e-instru;otion: History of Early New England 
.7. Arrangements and Particular~: 
.A. Number.of-Students: 60 
. . 
.B. Tim~ Req~ired for Complete Tr~p: 4 to 6 hours 
.c. Time of D~y: 9:00 a.m. to 4:00p.m. 
I I 
. D. T:ransportatis>n: Bus 
. E. Approximate Cost: Bus :fee plus $ ;40 :per student 
l F. Advance Notice: 1 week 
' . 
. G •. Guide Furnished: Yes 
. H. "L:i. ter!J.ture and Materials: Yes, booklets so~d at the different 
· ·historical sites 
8 •. ~De.sorip.tion of Field T~ip: 
This is a re:pl,ica of a typical New England vil~age of . 
the l~te 18th and ea~ly l9th cen~ries. ~ou will find such 
things as a church, country store, a complete farm, lumber 
mill, blacksmith shop, covered bridges, gunshop, printing . 
press, whiPP.,ing ~talls, oxen, an old grist mill end :people 
·working- and earrying on life in tbe, village much as it was 
in the past. 
Picnic •grounds are available. 
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Field Tri;e 
• 1. ~: S~nslline Dairy 
• 
2. Address: .Kendall Avenue, Framingham ~!. TR 5-4201 
3. Contact: Mr. Geoghegan 
4. Tfpe of Resource: Dairy Farm 
5. Subject Correlation: Social Stqdies, Health and Science -
Primary 
. 
6. Pre-instruction: How the dairy helps the c~mmunity 
-Row the dairy worke:rs keep things clean 
The cow .. an important farm SJ::!,1mal 
7. Arrangements and Particulars:. 
A. Number of Students: 40 
B. Time Required for Complete Trip: l hour 
c .. Time of Day: 10;00' a.m. to 4:00 p.m. 
. ' 
D. Transportation: Bus 
E. Approximate Cost:Bu~ fee only 
F. Advance Notice: 1 week 
G. Guide Furnished: Yes 
H. Literature and Materials·: No, but children will get free milk 
and iaecream. 
S.~pesoription of Field TriR: 
Th~s is a loaal dairy farm where ahildren can witness the 
comple~e operation of how we ge~ our milk. They can Walk through 
the barn and see the' cows. They can tour ·the plant ana, see. the 
mdlk being-bottled and the iceoream made. They can even sea the 
milk trucks which deliver the milk tQ, local homes and ~tores • 
8 
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Field Trip 
1. Name: W~B.Z.-T.V. Studio 
- I f I I r 
2. Address: Soldier~ Field Road, Bo~ton Tel • .AL 4-5670 
3. Contact: Mrs. Taylor or Main information desk 
I 
4. Type of Re~2~~~ Radio and Television station 
5. §..ub,iect Co:r:reJ.at~: Soeial Studies, Seienoe and Language .... 
Intermediate 
6. Pre-instructi~: The workings of a radio'~d television 
• I•"• .._ 
station 
7. Arrangements and Particulars: 
A. Number of Students: 35 
B. Time Required for Complete Trip: 2 hours 
c. Time of Day: l~;OO a.m. to 5:00 p.m~ 
I I 
D. Transportation~ Bue 
E. Approximate Cost: Bus fee only 
F· Advance Notice: 2 weeks 
G. Guide Furnished: Yes 
H. Literature and Materials: Bo 
8._.pesoription of Field T:ri:e,: 
f I 
This trip would include a tour of the radio and television 
studio. This is one of the largest stations in New Eng~and. 
It is passible by speeial arrangement to see some of the programs 
being telecast• 
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Field Trip 
1. ~: Wellesley College Greenhouse 
2. Address: Wellesley College, Wellesley 
3. Contaat: :wrr. Willi~ Jennings 
f 
4. Type of Re~ura~; Ezperimental Greenho~a.e and Pla~t Conservatory 
5. Subject Cor:reJ.a·~~: So~ence and Social Studies ,., 
Intermediate 
6. Pre-instruction: A unit on plants and the climati~ conditions 
under which they exist 
7. Arrangements~ Particulars: 
A. Number of Students: 30 
B. Time Required for Complete Trip: l to. 2 hours 
c. ~ime of Day: 9~~0 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. 
I I 
D. Transportation: Bus 
E. Approximate Cost: Bus fee only 
F· Advance Notice: 1 month 
G. Guide Furnished: Yes 
H. I.i teratu.re and Materials·: No 
8 •. ·P~oription of Fteld TriE~ 
, , 
A very good place to observe plants f.o-q.nd in all parts of the 
world groWing under different climatic conditions. ~~ey have 
sue~ plants. as cotton, oQffee, peanut~ rubbe.r, orchid and venus 
fly tr~p. Mr. Jennings is a very interesting guide and a resident 
of Natick. 
RESOURCE VISI20RS 
0 
' 
i 
I 
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Field Trip 
1. ~: Winchell Shoe Manufacturing Company 
2. Address: 25 Washington Avenue, Natick Tel. O.L 3-9091 
3. Contact: Personnel Office· 
4. Type of Resgurce: Shoe Factory 
5. Subject Correlation: Social St~dies - Intermediate 
6. Pre-instruction: Industries in New England 
The materials used in shoes and where 
they oame fro~ 
7. Arrangements and Particulars~ 
A. Number of Students: 30 
B. Time Required for Complete Trip: 1 hour 
c. Time of Day: 9:00 a.m. to 3:00 :p41m. 
D. Transportation: Bus 
E. Appro~imate Cost: Bus fee only 
F. Advance Notice: l week 
G. Guide Furnished: Yes 
H. Literature and Materials: No 
8. -~;pescription of Field Tri;e: 
,Children will see the manufacturi.ng of shoes frolJl ~he 
raw materiaJ,s of leather, rubber, nai~s, thread and c'ement 
to the finished goods. They will s~e cutting rooms where 
large sheets of ~eather are out to the ~roper size. Then 
they will go to stitching rooms, sole fitting rooms, eyelet 
and .la.oing area, buffing and polishing seotio·n, and the 
packing and shipp~ng roo~s. 
• 
• 
Resou~ce Visitor 
1. Name: Mr. William Allison 
-
2. Address: 72 Washington Street, Natick 
3• 'Occupation: Life Iusuranoe Salesman 
4. Topio: India. 
77 
!tl• OL 3-0028 
5. Subject Correlation: Social S~dies - Intermediate 
6. Pre-instructiQl!: A knowledge of India 
7 .. 
s. 
Arrangements and Farticulars~ 
A. Time of Day! Afternoon 
B. Time required for Visit: 1 hOUl' 
c. Sohool equipment needed: None 
D. Advance Notice: 2 weeks 
~esori~tion of Exuerienoe: 
Mr. Allison was in India during WGrld War II. He will. 
describe his experiences and observations of t~e people in. 
that interesting country • 
• 
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Resource Visitor 
1. Name: Mr. Elmer Anderson 
-
2. Address: 36 Water Street, Natick Tel• OL 3~5989 
-
3. Uccupation: Salesman 
4. Tapia: Glassblowing 
5. Su9ject,Correlation: Social Stuaies and Science- Intermediate 
... 
t # • .. ..... 
6. Pre-instruc·tio1!! Row early glass wa~ made 
. ·, . What goes into the making of glass 
.. _ . .',.,.· 
.. 
7. Arra.ng~ments and Particulars.l 
j 
A. Time of Do.;Y-·i 'lrrang~<l-
B. Time required for Visitt ~ to 2 hours 
~ 
c. Scli6ol· equipment.·needed~ None 
D. Advanoo Nptice: 3 we~ks 
a. De~cription·of.Exparience: 
Mr.' Anderson d.oes d.G-e13 .... glassblowing as a hobby. It should 
be an, interesting. experience for the pupils to see examples of 
hi~ work. In some schools whi.ch are supplied with gas he would 
be willing to demonstrate the actual blowing of glass~ 
• 
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Resoul'ce Visitor 
-
1· •. ~: Mr. Robert Baram 
2 •. ~d~r.ess: 21 ~ussell.Oircle Tel.o:L 3-6772 
-. 
3 .•. Occupation: Instructor - Boston University 
. ·. 
4~ ~opie: The Virgin Islands and the South Pacific 
5~ S~bject Oo~~!ion: Social Studies - Intermed~ate 
6~ P!e-instru~ti~~: A knowledge of the Virgin Islands 
A knowledge. of the South :Pacific !~lands 
.~. Arrangements and P.articulars: 
A. Time of Da.;v.: . .Arranged 
.B. Time ~equired for Vi~it: 1 hour 
c. School equipme~t needed: Slide Projector and Screen 
~. Advance Notice: 2 to 3 weeks 
.8. Description of Experience.: 
Mr. Baram is an excellent speaker and very good with 
children. He has traveled in all of the United States. 
He is ve~y familiar with the Virgin Islands and during·the 
War spent a great deal of time in the South Pacific. He 
speaks French and German • 
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Resource Visitor~·~:· 
. ' 
1. Name: Mr. O~arles E. Barr ·~~ 
·2.· ~ddress: Wheeler Lane, Natick Tel.QL 3-1147 
-
· 3. Oa~ll:pat~on: Florist 
4; ~opic: Growing flowers and plant life ~n g~eral 
5 1 -Sub j·e.~t 09rrelation: Science and Nature Study - :Primary 
and Intermediate 
~4 P,re-1nstruc:ti6.a~ Flan.ts ana.· how they grow 
• < 
1 ._, ~ Z I ;-~~.~rangemon~a and Parti~ulars: 
: s. ~ I 
-: . 1 • A. T~fue ~f Day! Morn~ng 
B;· ~£~9. :lequited f.o't Vi·Si t: 3/4 hour 
o} ~c&.o~i equipmen~ needed: none 
... ~ / . , 
rh .A'd:ti~co ··Notice: 2 weeks 
, 
sJ Dedq#ip·tion of Experienc~-: 
Mr. Barr runs a large g:rfeenhouse in Natick. He would 
be glad to tell the children about flowers and how they are 
grown. His discussion of the problems growers have to put 
up with such as weather conditions, (hail storms and droughts} 
is very interesting. He will mention how flowers are sent 
from the ~eenhouses to the different sections of the 
country. 
·.,.. 
• 
• 
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Resource Visitor 
1. ~: Mr" Roger Bent 
2. Address: 72 Rockland Street, Natick Tel.OL 3-.4985 
-
3. Oaaupation: Sales Manager 
4. Topic: Ar.ound-the-World Trips 
5. Subject Correlation: Social Studies - Intermediate 
6. Pre-instructiqn: This would depend on the countries the 
ahildren are studying at the time 
Also, World Geography, (Map Study) 
7. Arrangements and Particulars: 
A. Time of Day: Afternoon 
B. Time required for Visit: l to 2 hours 
c. School equipment needed: Slide Projeator and Sareen 
D. Advance Notice: 3 weeks 
8~ Description of Experience: 
Mr. Bent, who is with the radar division of Raytheon 
Manufacturing Company, has traveled around the world several 
times, and has visited many eount~ies. Ria topic will 
depend on what unit the ahildren are studying. Re will 
talk on a complete tour or on individual aountries • 
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~ou~ce Visitor 
-
l· ~: Mr. Roland Boucher 
2. Address: 3 Draper Street, Natick ~.OL 3-3895 
3. Occupation: Meteorologist 
4. Topic: Local Weather 
s.·subject Correla~: Science and Social Studies- Intermediate 
s: · Pre-instruc·ti~J!: An unit on weather 
Local weather conditions ~nd cau~es 
·?.. Arrangements and Particulars: 
A. Time of Day: Arranged 
., B. Time requireQ for Visit: l hour 
c. School equipment needed: Slide Projector and Screen 
D. Advance Notice: 2 weeks 
' 
a. Description of Experience: 
Mr~ Boucher, staff meteorologist for radio station 
WKOX Framingham, gives local radio broadcasts several times 
a day and many children have heard him. Ohildren.should 
be very interested in having him talk to them on our local 
weather, 
0 
Resource Visitor 
-
· 1. ~: Mrs~ Mary E. Brown 
~ 2-: Address: 46 Eliot Street, Natick .Tel. 
-
• 
· 3. Occupation: Housewi£e 
· 4. Topic: Early Americans and Th~ir Paintings 
~taly and Greece 
5. Subject Correlation: Social Studies - Intermediate 
Art - Inte:r;"media te 
6. Pre-instruoti~: A knowledge of Colonial America 
A knowledge of Greece and Italy 
7. Arrangements and Particulars~ 
A. Time of Day: Afternoon 
•. B. Time required for Visit: 1 hour 
c. School equipment needed: None 
· D. Ad~anco Notice: 2 weeks 
a. Description of Experience: 
83 
Mrs. Brown has a collection of early American paintings 
and would be happy to bring them into the classroom and talk 
about them~ She has traveled in Italy and Greece and will 
talk about·these two countries. 
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Resource Visitor 
1.. N arne: Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Bruneau 
2~ Address: 21 High Street, Natick Te,l.OL 3-5900 
-
3. Occupation: 4rt Teachers 
4. Topic: Block printing, finger painting, ceramic~ 
5. Subject Correlatio~: Art ~ Primary and Intermediate 
.. 
6. Pre~instructioJl: familiarity with art tools 
7. Arrangements and Particulars: 
A. Time of Day: Father, Morning " Mother, Afternoon 
'. . 
B.. Time ,requi.red for Visit~ 1 hour 
c. School equipment neede~:Ohildren will need the~r own 
· · equipment 
D. Advanoo Notice: 2 weeks 
.. 
a. Description of Experience,: 
Mr. Bruneau will help beginners with t~eir draWing 
lessons; especially in finger painting. Re is a retired 
art teacher. 
Mrs. Bruneau, also ~ art teacher, will demonstrate 
the use of linoleum blocks for printing. She will help 
the children get started in this field. · This is especially 
good at Christmas time for this is a good way to make and 
print. your own Christmas c·ards. 
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1. ~: Mrs. Dorothy T. Burleigh 
.. 
2. Address: Library, East Central Street, ~· OL 3-4252 
. Natick· 3. Occupat~on: Librarian 
4. Topic: Our Libra+y and How It Works 
5. Subject Correlation: Language and social studies-
Intermediate 
6* Pre-instru~tiQ~: How the library helps our community 
How we use our library 
7. Arrang~ments and Particulars~ 
A. Time of Day! Morning or afternoon 
B. Time required for Visit~ 1/2 hour 
c. School equipment needed: None 
D. Advance Notice: 2 weeks 
s. Description of Experience: 
Mrs. Burleigh is the head children's librarian. She 
will go into a classroom before or after children have 
visited the library. She will explain to the children 
anything pertaining·to the library and its uses that the 
teacher might request. 1as. Burleigh is very good working 
with children. 
• Resource Visi~ 
1. Name: Mr. James F. Card 
-
2. Address: 8 Oresent Street, Natick Tel.OL 3-7998 
-
3. Occupation: Mdse. Assistant - Denn~~on Mfg. Co. 
4. Topic: California, ~exas 
. 
5. Subject Correlation: So~ial Studi&s - Intermediate 
6. Pre-instruQ~~~: A general knowledge of the above mentioned 
states 
7. 
s. 
Arrangements and l'articulars,: 
A. Time of Day~ Morning 
B. Time required for Visit: 5/4 hour 
o. School equipment needed: None: 
D. Advance Notice: 2 Weel'kS 
Desori~tion of Exparianc~: 
Mr. Card will talk about California or Texas. Re has 
spent time in both. states. Re can talk on the geography 
and history of both states. Re will-describe the many kinds 
of industries being carried on in these states as well a~ 
the different climates. 
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Resource Visitor 
-
1. Name.: Mr. Richard M., Cornell 
2. Address: 3 Westlake.Road~ Natick 
3.~0ccupation: New England Freight Agent 
~·OL 3-5902 
4. Topic: Canada, Cuba 
5., Subject Oorrela~: Social syudies - Intermediate 
6. Pre-instruction; A genera~ knowledge of Canada and Cuba 
7. Arrangements and Particulars~ 
A. T.ime of Day: Afte.rnoon 
B. Time required for Visit: 1 hour 
c. School equipment needed: Movie projector (,so.und) 
D. Advance Notice: 2 weeks 
B. Description of Experience: 
Mr. Cornell has traveled extensively in Canada and C~ba. 
He has taken motion pictures during his journeys. His 
talks and pictur'es of Cuba are especially interesting. 
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Resou~ce Visitor 
1. ~: Mrs. Evelyn s. Donley 
2. Address: 7 Buckingham Road, Natick ~.QL 3-1135 
3. Occupation: Housewife 
4. Topic: Tray Painting and Sewing 
5. Subject Correlation: Art - Intermediate 
6. Pre-instructioJa: None 
7. Arrangements and Farticulars: 
A. Time of Day: Mornings or Afternoons 
B. Time required for Visit: 2 hours 
c. School equipment needed! Paints, trays and sewing 
equipment 
D. Advance Notice: 2 weeks 
a. Description of Exoerienae:. 
Mrs. Donley will sho.w the children how to decorate 
trays~ She Will also help the girls with sewing. 
Mrs. Donley would also be glad to play the ·piano 
for any school groups or classes. 
() 
Q 
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Resou~ce Visitor 
- -
1. Name: Mr. Clifford English 
2. Address: 12 Oak Street, Natick Tel.OL 3-4831 
-
3. Ocaupation:' Sales Manager 
4. ~opic: How Coffee Is Grown 
5. Subject Correlation: Social Studies - Intermediate 
6. Pre-instru~yi9~: A knowledge of coffee and how it is grown 
7. Arrangements and Particulars~ 
A. Time of Day~ Arranged 
B. Time required for Visit: 1 hour 
c. School equipment needed: Sound Projector and Screen 
D. Advance Notice: 3 weeks 
s. pe~oription of ~oriance: 
Mr. English is a district sales manager for the 
Maxwell Rouse Coffee Company. He will come into a 
classroom and show a film taken on a Brazil coffee 
plantation. 
0-
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~esou~ce Visi~ 
., 
1. ~: Mr. Ralph Fisher 
2. Address; 16 Ver~on St~eet, Natick Tel.QL· 3-1587 
-:t .. 
3. Occupation; Aeronautical Engineer ::~ 
4. !ropic·:; H~w· Airplanes Fly 
., . 
5. Sub}ect Corx-,elat~on~ Science "'" Int~rmediate 
'f 
7. Arrang~ment~·and Particulars: 
I 
A. Time o~ Duyj Arranged 
~.. . 
I 
·a. Time r~quired for,Visit~ l hour 
. ·. 
c. Sch~ol equipment ~ee~ed: Slide P~pjecto:r and Screen 
) 
: .. D. Adv.anco Notice; 3 we1~ks 
; 
~· Description of E;per~ance: 
' Besides being an 'aeronautical engineer Mr. Fisher is 
a nweek-end~' National G-q.ard pilot. He would talk to the 
children about flight or discuss the importance of the 
NationaL. Guard~ He has spent time in Trinidad and has 
ma~y color slides which he would be glad to show. 
/ 
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Resource Visitor 
-
1. ~: Mr. William Garvey 
2. Address: Police Station, Natick Tel.oL 3-1212 
- . 
3. Oa~upation: Police Officer 
4. Topic: Safety and Police Work 
5. Subject Correlation: Social Studies and Safety - Primary 
Safety - Intermediate 
6. Pre-instruction: An unit on community helpers and safety for 
the Primary grades 
An unit on safety for the Intermediate grades 
7. Arrangements and P.articulars: 
A. Time of Day! Arranged 
B. Time required for Visit: 1/2 hour 
c. School equipment needed: none 
D._ Advance Notice: 1 week 
. 
. 
a. Description of F~erience: 
Officer Garvey is the school safety officer as wel~ as 
a regular policeman. Re gives annual talks to the ~ifferent 
schools, but would be willing to came into individual 
classrooms to discuss police work or any safety problems 
the children might have. 
' . 
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• <· Resource Visitor 
1. ~: Mr. Francis X. Gibbons 
2. Address: 7 Bay State Rd. Tel.OL 3-3281 
-
3. Occupation: Pharmacist 
4. Topic: Canada 
5. Subject Correlation: Social Studies - Intermediate 
6. Pre-instruction: General background of O&nada. its size, 
location, and its people 
7. 
a. 
.Arrangements and Particulars: 
A. Time of Day:Afternpon 
B .. Time required for Visit: 5/4 hour 
c. School equipment needed: None 
D. Advance Notice: 3 days 
DescriBtion of ExDerience: 
Mr. Gibbons has traveled many summers to different parts 
of Canada, especially to the cities of Toronto, Montreal, 
and Quebec. He has a fine ee:llection of co-lor slides taken 
during his ·visits and he has a very interesting manner in 
prea.enting this material. 
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Resource Visitor -.-;.;...;;...;;;;;;;...;;;~-..-;;...;=-
1~ Name: Dr. Arnold Glashow ~- , 
~: ~d~ress: -~5 East Ev~rgreen Road, Natick Tel.QL 3-0037 
-
3~ Oco~~ation: Dentist 
4~ To~ic: ~are of ~eeth 
5. Subject CorreJ..?-tion: Health, Soienoe - Intermediate 
6. Pre-instructio]!: Why we brush our teeth, what can a dentist 
do to us to keep us healthy 
,. 
7. Arrangements and P.articulars: 
A~. Time. of Day:· Wednesday mornings 
B •. Time required ~or Visit:'l/2 hour 
c. School equipment needed: None 
D. Advanoe Notice: 2 weeks 
8. Description of ~eriancG: 
Dr. Glashow is very interested in talking to young 
people about their teeth. He will bring so.me of the 
instruments he uses, pictures and models. 
Q_ 
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Resource Visitor 
1. ~:·Mr. Walter Gleason 
2. Address: Lilja School, Natick Tel. OL 3-0560 
- . 
3• ~coupation: School Principal • Science Park Director 
~. Topic: The Natick Science Park 
I 
5. ~ubject Correlation: Science and Social Studies - Intermediate 
6 .• F:re-instru~ti~J!: This would depend upon the t+ni t the class-
is studying 
Astronomy and Nature study would be best 
7. Arrangements and Particulars! 
( 
A. Time of Day: Anytime during school hours 
B. Time required for Visit: l to 2 hours 
o. School equipment needed: Sound Projector and Screen 
D. Advance Notice: 2 weeks 
8. ~ascription of Experience: 
Mr. Gleason has developed the Science Park. It is listed 
as one of the best field trips. He will speak to individual 
classes before they come to the park and then he will take 
them through the park. He has an excellent sound film showing 
a class how a field t~ip should be taken. He can also answer 
many of· the questions which develop dur.ing an unit concerning 
nature and will be willing to help classes wtth their problems. 
Resou1·ae Visi.!2!_ 
1. Name: Mr. Samuel H. Goff 
- . 
2. Address: 7 Wentworth Road, Natic~ Tel.oL 3-1457 
-
3. Occupation: Industrial Consultant 
I 
4. Topic: Africa 
5; Subject Oor_relE-tion: Social Studies - Interm.ediate 
6. Pre-instruoti~~: The histor$and geography of Africa 
( ~est for Grade' 6 ) 
7. ~rangements and Y.articulars: 
A. Time of Day: Afternoon 
B. Time required for Visit: l hour 
o. School equipment needed: Slide Projector and Screen 
D. Advanao Notice: 3 weeks 
8. Description of Ji1xporiance·:· 
Mr. Goff has traveled in Africa •. He will talk on his 
travels·and show color sl~des. He has also traveled in 
England, European coun,tries and Canada. He would give a 
lecture on any of these. He speaks French fluently. 
• 
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.Resource Visitor 
1. Name: Mr. Arnold Gould 
'~
2. Address: 276 North Main Street, Natick 
~. Occupation: Bus Driver 
.TeJ..QL ~-73l4 
·-
.... . "• . ~ ... . .. 
4. ~9p~c: Disneyland 
{): Sub 3ect .. corr~~ation: Social Studies - J?rimary and Intermediate 
.. 9• Ere-instruct~oJa: A knowledge of how Walt Disney developed 
Disneyland 
?-~Arrangement~ ~nd Particu~ars: 
A.~T~me of Duy: Arranged 
.~·~!rime. required for Visit: 1 hour 
Q •. Sahool equ~pment neede~: Slide J?rojector and Screen 
D. Advance Notice: 2 weeks 
.. J, ~ ~ 
, 8. De~oription of :§xp~rienc_e: 
Mr. Gould spent about one month in the vicinity of 
Disneyland during the Summer of 1956. Dur·ing this time-
he went to Disneyland several times an~ took slides. It 
would give tha children an idea of how man c~n create an 
artificial jungle. It would certainly be an enjoyable 
experience for the children. 
• 
.. 
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Resource Visitor 
... 
1. ~: MJ:. W~llis o. Hooker 
2. Address: 45 MacArthur Road, Natick Tel.OL 5-0084 
-
3. Occupa·tion: Product~on Manager 
4·. Topic: Polaroid Cameras and X'!'"Rays 
5. Subject Correlation: Science, Health "!"" Intermediate 
6. Pre-instructio..E,: How a camera works and a basic understanding 
of the X-Ray. 
7. Arrangements and Particulars! 
A. Time of Day: 9!00 a.m. 
, , 
B. Time required for Visit: 20 minutes 
c. School equipment needed: None 
D. Advance Notice: l week 
a. Description of Experience: 
Mr. Hooker will explain the uses of the Polaroid One 
Minute Oamera. He is a production manager in the Polaroid 
Plant and knows the workings of cameras. He will also 
explain how the X-Ray works and its values. 
:Resource Visitor 
l~ ~: ~. Paul R. Humey 
2.~ Address·: 7 Eisenhower Avenue, Natick 
3.! .Occupation: School Teacher 
·Tel.QL 3-1092 
-
4~ ,Topic: ~stronomy.and Telescope Making, Japan and Korea 
5 .• Subject Correlation: Science, Social ·Studies - Intermediate 
6, Pre-instructiOJa: A unit on Japan or Korea 
An astronomy unit 
What is a telescope 
7. Arrangements and Particulars; 
I 
A... T.ime of Day:-· Afternoon 
B~ ~ime require~ for Visit: 1 hour 
.. 
O·~ School. equipment need·ed·i Slide projector 
, 
. ~·· .Advan?e ~otic9:'··1 month, as teaching schedule must be 
· arranged 
8 •.. D~ so ri pti on of JgKp eri ap.c fl: 
Mr. Humey is a high school science teacher. He is 
willing·to present a unit on telescope making and he will 
also show slides of the star~. If at all possible he will 
take groups at night and view·the skies through a telescope. 
Mr. Humey has travele~ in Japan and Korea and would be• 
glad to~talk about these two cGuntries. 
• 
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Resource Visitor 
1. ~: Mr. William Jennings 
2. Address: 11 Broad~ Av~nue, Natick Tel.QL 3-5818 
-
3. Occupation: Instructor - Wellesley College 
4. Topic: Pl~ts of the World 
5. Subject Correlation: Science and Nature Study • Intermediate 
6. Pre-instru~ti~~: How climate affects different types of 
plant growth 
Different kinds of plants 
7. Arrangements and Particulars~ 
A. Time of Dayi Arranged 
B. Time required for Visit: 1 to 2 hours 
a. School equipment needed: Slide Projector and Screen 
D. Advance Notice: 3 to 4 weeks 
s. ~ascription of Experience: 
Mr. Jenning~ is in charge of the Wellesley College 
Greenhouses which contain plants growing under all types 
of clim~tic conditions. Before taking a trip to the 
greenhouses it would be advisable to have Mr. J~nnings 
talk to the children • 
• I 
0 
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Resource Visitor 
-
1. ~: Mrs. Goldie Korenberg 
2.'Addr.ess: 9 We~tlake Road, Natick 
3.~ Occupation: Housewife 
Tel. OL 3-3575 
-
4. Topic: Music Appreciation 
5. Subject Correlation: Mnsic - ~r~mary and Int~rmediat~ 
6. Pre-instru.ctio.,a: None 
... ; 
7. Arrangements and Particulars: 
A.· .Time of 'Day:. After 10: 00 a..m. 
, , 
B' .. Time required for Visit: 3/4 hour 
0,. ·School equipment need ell: None 
·n .. Advance Notice.: l week . 
a. Description of Experience: 
· Mrs. Xorenberg- has lived most of her life in Oana.d~. 
She was a music supervisor in the elementary schools of 
Montreal. She is a. very fin~ musician in her own rights 
and has played both the violin and the oboe in symphony 
orchestras. 
• 
• 
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~ource Visitor 
1. ~: Mr. Sol ·Korenberg 
2. Address: 9 Westlake Road, Natick Tel. OL 3-3575 
-
3. Occupation: Electronics Engineer 
4. Topic:Mexieo, West Indies, Haiti 
5. Subject Oorrelation:soeial S~udies- Intermediate 
6~ Pre-instructiol!: General information abGut these places 
7. Arrangements and Particulars~ 
A. Time of Day;~Afternoon 
B. Time required for Visit: 3/~ hour 
o •. School equ:l.pll).ent needed: Slide pro3eotor, screen 
D. Advanco Notice: l week 
8. Description of Experience: 
Mr. Xorenberg has spent more than three years working 
and trave~ing throughout M$xico, the West Indies and Haiti. 
He has a £ine co,l.lection of ea.lor slides. Many of his 
~lides are pictures of chil.dren and their native costumes 
and customs. This should be very appealing indeed • 
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Resou~ce Visitor 
-
l· ~: Mrs. Ma~ion Larson 
2. Address: 55 Longfellow Road, Natick ~·OL 3-3461 
3. Occupation~ Housewife 
4. ~opic: Phoyography and Ceramics 
5. Subject Correlation: Science and Art~~ Intermediate 
6.· Pre-instructi~; Row to take and process pictures 
A knowledge of potte~y making and 
the uses of clay 
7• ~rangements and Farticulars: 
A. Time of Do.y: Anytime 
B. Time required for Visit: Would vary depending on project 
c. School equipment needed: Oeram~c SUP,Plies, (clay eta~) 
· D. Advance Notice: 2 dSiS 
a. Description of E¥Perienca: 
If ~ class i~ having an unit which envolves photography 
in any way, Mrs. Larson is willing to come in and help. She 
also will help a class or school club get started in the field 
of ceramics. 
SBoston University 
chool o~ Education 
Librar;v. 
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Resouree Visitor 
. 
1. ~: ~. Sobhy E. Mabardy 
I l • 
2. Address: 61 Rockland Street, Natick 
3. Occupation: Farmer 
4. Topic: Farming or Damascust Syria 
5. Subject Correlation; Social Studies, Science - Primary and 
Intermediate 
6. Pre-instructiol!: General understanding of what a farm is 
7. 
8. 
Arrangements .and Particulars~ 
A. Time of Day: Morning 
B. Time required for Visit: l/2 ho-q.r 
c. School equipment needed: Non~ 
·D. Adva.nco Notice: 3 days 
DesoriEtion of ExDarianc§: 
Mr. Mabardy has a typical thriVing New England farm 
where he r.ais~s a variety of crops and livestock. Re 
moved to this country from Damascus, Syria £our years ago. 
-He has many fin~ stories of life in Syria for children of· 
the intermediate level. 
.. 
0 . 
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Resou~ce Visitor 
-
1. Name:· Mr. Jame$ McCormick 
-.
2. Address: 110 Oak Street, Natick Tel. OL 3-9251 
- . 
3. Occupation: Firefighter 
4. Topic: Icelan~ 
5. Subject Correlation: Social Studi~s - Intermediate 
6. Fre-instructi~: A knowledge of Iceland 
7. Arrangements and Particulars: 
A. Time of Day: Arranged 
B. Time required for Visit: 1 hour 
c. School equipment needed: None 
D. Advance Notice: 2 weeks 
·" 
a.-Description of ~oriance: 
Mr. McCormick was stationed in Iceland for about one 
year. He has traveled from one end to the other of that 
country. He has visited the. many wonder·s Iceland has to 
offer. ·He will talk.to the children and answer any questions 
they have concerning this co.untry. He has photog:r:aphs which 
he will pass aro.und as he talks. · 
• 
• 
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Resource Visitor 
1. ~: Mr. Robert B. MaKeagney, Sr. 
2. Address: 4 Wilogreen Road, Natick Tel.OL 3-2647 
-
3. Occupation: Engineering Geologi~t 
4. Topic: Greenland, Iceland, Labrador 
5. Subject Correla~: Social Studies - Intermediate 
6. Pre-instructioJa: General knowledge of these places, climate 
and livelihood 
7. 
a. 
Arrangements and Particulars: 
A. Time of Day: Morning 
B. Time required for Visit: 1/2 hour 
c. School equipment needed: None 
D. Advance Notice: 3 Days 
Descri~tion of ExDerience: 
Mr. MaKeagney went to- Th-q.le, Greenland as a ai vilian 
employee of the government during World War II to help 
construct the air base that is so important to~ay in 
Amer~ca•s d~fense program. He has also spent many months 
in Labrador, Iceland and Newfoundland • 
0 
-o 
. 
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Resou~ce Visi~ 
1. ~: Mr. William Meek 
2. Address: 52 Beacon Street, Nat~ck Tel.OL 5-2592 
-.. 
3. Occupatio~: Newspaper Editor 
4. Topic: How a Newspaper Is Run 
I -
5. Subject Correlation: Social Studies and Language -
Intermediate 
6. 'pre-instru.c.&e~: Early newspapers in tlle United States 
Different things that contribute to a 
daily newspaper 
Who pays for a ~aily newspaper 
7. Arrangements a:n.d :Particulars:_ -
A. Time of Day! Arranged 
B. Time required for Visit: l hour 
o. School equipment needed: None 
D. Advance Notice: 2 to 5 weeks 
8• Description of Experience: 
Mr. Meek, a newspaper editor, will describe the many 
differ·ent things that make a daily newspaper possible. 
Re wil~ tell the children about the great variety of jQbs 
a newspaper can offer young people coming o~t of schoGl. 
Mr. Meek would be a go~d person to have come in before or 
after an unit on writing stories~ 
• 
• 
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Resource Visitor 
1. Name: Mrs. Alice Moore 
-
2. Address: 17 Beacon Street, Natick Tel. OL 3-6990 
-. 
3. Occupation: Retired Missionary 
4. ~opic: China 
5. Subject Correlation: Social Studies - Intermediate 
6. Pre-instru~ti~: A knowledge of China 
7 .. 
s. 
~rangements and Particulars; 
A. Time of Do.y: Afternoo.n 
B. Time required for Visit: l to 2 hours 
c. School equipment needed: None 
D. Advance Notice: 2 weeks 
~esoriBtion of ExPerienc~: 
Mrs. Moore was a missionary in China for many years 
and really has a fine understanding of the people in th~t 
country. She has many objects to show and talk about. 
She might let a classroom borrow some of her collection~ 
.. 
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Resource Visitor 
-
1. ~: Mr. Thomas Morse 
2. Address: Central Fire Statio~, Summer street,~. o~ 3•2323 
Natick· 
3. Occupation: Firefighter 
4. Topic: Fire Safety and Frevention 
5.,Subject Correlation: Social Studies and Safety- Primary 
Safety - Intermediate 
6. Pre-instructi~~: How the fire depgrtment helps the community-
Primary 
An unit on. fire ~afety and prevention -
Primary and Intermediate 7-•Arrangements and Particulars: · 
A. Time of Day: Anytime during school day 
B. Time required for Visit: 1/2 hour 
c. School equipment needed: Sound Projector and Screen 
D. Advance Notice: 1 week 
s. Description of Experience: 
Mr. Morse is the fire prevention officer for the Natic~ 
Fire Department. Even though he gives a yearly talk in 
October to each ·school, he would be glad to come in and 
, speak to individual classrooms. He will talk on the fire-
fighter•s duties or safety and•prevention. 
,J 
.. 
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Resource Visitor 
-
1. ~:Mr. John P. Murphy 
I 
' 
2 .. Address: 19 Hardwick Road, Natiek Tel. OL 3-6058 
-
3. Occu12ation: Mete"or·oJ.Ogis~ . 
. 
4. Topic: Weather 
5. Subject Correlation: Science - Intermediate 
6. Pra-instructL~: General information ~d understanding of 
weather and how it affects man. 
~-·Arrangements and Earticulars: 
A. Time of Day: Afternoon 
B- Time required for Visit: 3/4 hour 
c. School equipment needed: None 
·.·D. Advance Notice: l week 
a. Description ·of ~erianae: 
.. . 
i · Mr. Murphy is one of our loeal weathermen. He will 
bring. some of the instruments weathermen use to help 
forecast the weather. He will explain what the instrument 
· is, what it is supposed to tell, and how i~ actually works. 
0 
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Resource Visitor 
1. ~: Commander Edward Parra, u.s. Navy 
' . 
I 
2. Address: 16 East Evergreen Rd.~ Natick ~·OL 3-5158 
3. Occupation: Commander, u.s, N&vy 
' I 
4. ~opic: u.s. Navy 
, , 
5. Subject Correla~: Social Studies - Intermediate 
6. Pre-instructi~: How ~e Navy serves our country 
7. Arrangements and Particular~: 
A. Time of Day: Afternoon 
B. Time required for Visit; l/2 ho~ 
c. School equipment needed: None 
D. Advance Notice: l week 
a. Description of ExPerience: 
Commander Parra has visited 44 states and six foreign 
·c~tries. He is an avid model ship builder and will bring 
in models·of all the ships he has serv~d on. One model, 
the aircraft carrier Wasp, is very interesting and an 
exciting history of World War II is part of it. 
Resource Visitor 
1. ~: .Mr" R. ~. Potter 
2.. Address:. 14 Tuelr;er Street, Natick 
3·.' O~cupa:tion: Bank Exeeuti ve 
4. ·~·Topic: Banking 
111 
Tel. OL 3 .... 0483 
-
5. ,Sub.ject Corre3:a~: Arithmetic and Social Studies - Intermediat 
6. ~re-instructi~J!: How the bank helps the community 
• The importance of Arithmetic in banking 
7. 1Arrangements and :Particulars t 
.A• Time of Day: Morning 
.B. Time required for Visit; 1/~ hour 
' 10. School equipmen~ needed: None 
,D. Advanao Notice: l week 
. , 
s- nescription of ~orience: 
' I 
Mr. ~otter is with the Natick Trust Compa~. He ~as 
an exeeJ:lent background in the field of banking. I He wo.uld 
emphasi~e the importance of arithmetic in banking~ Th~ 
importan~~ of a eavings account would b~ also mentioned. 
A field trip to the bank is a good idea after a visit f~om 
Mr. Fott~+· 
• 
• 
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Resource Visitor 
l •. Name: Mt. Robert w. Pratt 
2. Address: 4 Barnsdale Road, Natick Tel. OL 3-0798 
-· . I • 
3. 'occupation: Engineering Representative 
4. Topic: Bah~a Islands and Militar~Electronies 
5. Subject Correlation: Social St~dies and Science ~ 
Intermediate 
I 
6. Pre-instruction: A knowledge of the Bahama Islands 
T~~ importance of electron~cs in our 
I 
modern world 
• 
7. Arrangements and Particulars: 
A. Time of Day: Early morning or late after.noon 
,B. Time required for Visit: 1 hour 
c. School equipment needed: None 
D. Advance Notice: 2 weeks 
B. Description of Experience: 
, " :Mr. Pratt is very eXper·ienced in tha. fie4,d. of: Military 
'Electronics. This talk would be eapecially interesting 
1to the gifted children. 
; He will give also ·an illuatra~ed talk on the Bahama 
Isl~ds ~here he has traveled e~tensively • 
1. ,Name: 
.-.. 
Resoutiae Visitor 
-
Mr. Paul Pri tzker 
2. ;Address: 57 Wethersfield Road • .Natick 
,, , a. :occupation: Salesman 
4. )Topic: !Che Florida Everglades 
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Tel. OL 3-2761 
-
5. Subject Oorrelatlon: Social Studies and Science - Intermediate 
I -
I 
6. Pre-instru~ti~Jl: A knowledge af Florida 
A knowledge ae:· the: wildlife found in the 
Everglades 
7 ... Arrangements and Particulars: 
' I 
, .A.· Time of Day: Afternoon 
I • 
B. Time required for Visit1 l hour 
I 
i . 
e. School equipment needed: Sound Projector and Screen 
I . 
D., Advance Noti·ce: 2 weeks 
s. ~ascription of Exporienoe: 
Mr. Pritzker has four color films taken while on a 
•journey through the Everglades of Florida. The journey 
was taken on an air-boat and some very excel~ent pictures 
'of wildlife wer~ taken. He also has some pictures of 
the Florida marine aquarium. 
I 
I • 
11~ 
Resource Visitor 
' i. ~: Ooionel John D. Prodgers 
2. Address: 8 Farrant Road, Natick Tel.QL 3-8393 
-
3. O'ccupation: Pilot, Colonel U.S 41 Air Force 
4. T'opic: Military aviation 
. . . 5: Subject C'orrelation: Social Studies, Science, Health -
Interm~diate 
6: Ere-instructi~: How America defends itself 
7. Arrangem~nts and Particulars: 
A. Time of Day: Morning 
B. Time required for Visit: 3/4 hour 
·o. School equipment needed: None 
I 
D. Advance Notice: 3 days 
8, Description of Experience: 
' 
Colonel Prodgers will exhibit and demonstrate all 
survival gear worn. by an Air Force ~et pilot. The children 
will see and may handle su..ch things as a crash helmet, 
~oxygen mask, mae west life preserver, e~osure suit, 
parachute, one-man dinghy, G-suit and possibly an ejection 
seat. Colonel Prodgers has also spent quite sGme time in 
, Japan and Korea and would be g~~d to exhibit costumes, 
creativ~ arts, and money from these cauntries. 
0 
0 
. 
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Resou~ce Visitor 
1. ~: Mrs. Scott Ranney 
2. Address: 10 Felch Court, Natick Tel. OL 3'..-2407 
-
. 
3. Occupation: Housewife 
" 4 .. T1opic: Sweden 
5. Subject Correlation: Social Studies - Intermediate 
1 
1 
6. Pre-instructi~~: Life in Sweden 
' 7. Arrangements an.d Particulars~ 
A. Time of Day: Afternoon 
B~ Time req~ired for Visit: l hour 
. 
o~ School equipment needed! None 
• ! 
D.~ Advance Notice: l week 
I 
8~ Description of E;porience: 
Mrs. Rann~y is an interest~ng speaker and has spent 
a considerabla amount of time in Sweden. She will come 
into the classroom and tell about life there. She will 
answer questions children might have $bout the country. 
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Resou1·ce Visitor 
-
I 
1 • .Name: Mr. A. F. Reagan 
-
2. Address: 35 Beacon Streett Natick Tel.OL 3-3045 
3. Occupation: Sales Manager 
4·. _IDopic: Japan 
-
5. Subject Corr~lat~: Social Studies - Intermediate 
6. Pre-instru.£_~~~1!: A knowledge of Japan and ea.stern cultures ( Best for Grade 6 } 
7. Arrangements and Particulars~ 
1 I 
A~ Time of Day: Morning 
B~ Time required for Visit: 1 hour 
l 
c. Soho~l equipment needed: Slide Projector and Screen 
D.· Advance Notice: l week 
"· 
·8. Delsoription of Exoerianoe: 
· · :-; Mr. ~egan would gladly show Kodachrome slides of Japan. 
H~ would.be also glad to lend Japanese pottery, swords, 
· ' an4 other items for display providing they could be displayed 
in such a manner as to prevent breakage. 
:' : Mr. Regan is ta;lented also in the art of silk screen 
pr~nting and would be glad to demonstrate methods to the 
: · children. 
• 
• 
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Resou~ca Visitor 
.... 
'· 1. ~: Mr. Nichola:s Repella 
2. Address: 31 Harwick.Road, Natick Tel. OL 3-3037 
-
3. Occupation: E~ectronic Engineer 
· 4. Topic: :Radar 
' 5. Subject Correlation: Science and Arithmetic • Intermediate 
6. Pre-instructi~:. The impor'tanoe of radar tQ the defense of 
the count~y 
. Peacetime uses of radar 
Animals with built-in radar 7. Arrangements and Particulars~ -
A. 'Time of Day: Afternoon 
B. Time required'for Visit: l hour 
c. School equipment needed: None 
D. Advance Notice: l month 
s. ~ascription of Experience: 
Mr. Repella will explain the importance of radar tQ the 
children~ He will tell with simple explanation just how it 
works. Ohildren will be interested to know that many animals 
use a·system of radar. Mr. Repe~la will bring in pictures of 
the different types of equipment used • 
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Resource Visitor 
- -
1. Name: Mr. Ernest Schwatzer 
- I 
2. Address: 3~ Virginia Road, Natick ~· OL 3-7356 
3. Occupation: Federal Bureau of Investigation Office~ 
4. Topic: ~he Federal Bureau of Investigation 
5. Subject Correlation: Social Studies - Intermediate I 
6. Pre-instru~tiQn: Special departments of our government 
United States money 
7-. Arrangements an.d Particular~: 
A. Time of Day: Arrange~ 
B. Time required for Visit: 1 ho~r 
o. School equipment needed: None 
D .. Advance Notice: 3 to 4 weeks 
s. Description of Experiance: 
Mr. Schwatzer will tell the children about his work 
and the 'importance of his organization in protecting our 
people. He will explain to the pupils about counterfeit 
money and show them how to recognize it. 
' . 
ll9 
Resource Visitor 
-
1. ~: Mrs. Vincent Sharkey 
, 
2. Address: l9 Strawberry Hill Road, Natick ~· OL 3-0652 
3. Oacupation: Housewife 
4. ~epic: The District of Oolumb~a 
5. Subject Oorrela~: Social Studies - Intermediate 
6. Pre-instructiOJa: A knowledge of our National Capitol 
7. 
a •. 
.. 
Arrangements and Particulars: 
A. Time of Duy: Afternoon 
B. Time required for Visit: l hour 
c. School equipment needed: None 
D. Advanoo Notice: l week 
DesoriBtion of ExDarience: 
Mrs. Sharkey has spent quite a long time in Washington, 
D.C. and·is very familiar with the city and its history. 
She·has traveled in many of tha other states and is willing 
to talk on them. · 
f 
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Resource Visitor 
1. Name: Mr. Thomas Shea 
-
2~ Address: 3 Oottage Street, Natick 
3, Occupation: Assistant Postmaster 
Tel.OL 3-6492 
-
4. Topic: The United States Postal Service 
5. Subject Correlation: Social Studi&.s - Intermediate 
Community Helpers - Primarr 
6. Pre-instruction: How the postal workers help our community 
How the United States mail system works 
7. Arrangements a~d Particular~~ 
A. Time of Day: Arranged 
B. Time required for Visit: l/2 hour 
o. School equipment needed: None 
D. Advance Notice: l week 
8. Description of ~orience: 
Mr• Shea will e~lain how the postal system works. He 
will explain how our. local mail is handled here in Natick. 
After Mr. Shea visits a classroom it would be a good idea· 
for the class to visit the postoffioe, 
• 
l2l 
Resou!'ce Visitor 
l· ~: Mr. Jacob D~ Siegel 
2. Address: l Doncaster Drive, Natick Tel. OL 3-1874 
-
3. Occupation: Pharmacist 
4. Topic: France, It~y and Switzerland 
5. Subject Oorrel_2.tion: 'social Studies - Intermediate 
6. Pre-instructi~: A knowledge of the above European countries 
7~ ~rangements and P-articulars: 
A. Time of Do.y: Morning 
B. Time required for Visit: 1 hour 
c. School equipment needed: Slide Projector and Screen 
D. Advance Notice: 1 week 
8. Description of F~eriance: 
Mr. Siegel has slides on France, It~ly ~d SWitzerland. 
He has traveled in all three countries and will lecture and· 
answer ques.tions as he presents his slides • 
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Resoui'ce Visitor 
I I 
2~ Address: 13 Porter Road, Natick Tal. OL 3-4699 
-
3. Occupation: S~lesman and Color Photographer 
4., To_pic: New England 
5. SubJect Correlat~: Social Studies - Intermediate 
' 6. Pre-instructi~: General background of the New England 
states, its culture, industry,. n·atural 
resources and its people 
7. Arrangements and Particular~: 
A. Time. of Day: .Morning 
B. Time required for Visit: l ho~r 
0. Sc.hocl equipment needed: None 
. . 
D. Advanco Notice: l week 
8. Description of Experience: 
Mr •. Smith has traveled extensively throughout New 
England• He has a very fine collection of color slides 
·on almost every important and interesting place in New 
England. Examples of these are, the town of Gloucester 
and its,fishing fleet, the beauty of the White Mountains, 
tobacco farms of the Connecticut Valley, Nantucket and its 
cobblestone streets~ ·and the cranberry bGgs of southeastern 
New England. 
J.' •• 
Resource Visitor 
.. 
l~·,.~t~Mt, _J:ohn J • .S'Qpy 
' 
2.'Address: 14 West Street, Natick 
3. · Oecupc.tion~ -' 13~~k~~a:n<, Railroaq. 
4. Topic: Railroading 
5; Subje~t Correlation: Social Stud~ee - Intermediate 
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'6• Pr~:-in.struc.t~on; Histo.ry of the railroads and the importance 
of r·ailroads to .America 
,• . 
7. Arrangem·ent.s . .and .Particulars~ 
I 
···A. Time .. of Duy: lQ:OQ a.m. to 2:00p.m, 
. . ' 
• 7 'P I I 
B. ·Time~required.for Visit: 1 hour 
• 
o. School equipm~~t needed: None 
D. Advance Notice: 2 days 
a. Description of EXPerience: 
Mr. Soby will give first hand information abo.ut Amerioan 
railroading. He has tr&veled on railroads in New England, 
New York and New Jersey. He is es:peoially familiar with the 
different duties of railroad men. 
0 
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Resou1•ce Visitor 
1. ~: Mr. Elliot Spllogu.b 
r 
2. Address: 197 Pond Streett Natick Tel. OL 3-3752 
-
3, Occupation: Traf£ic Control Consultant 
4. Topic: Travel: Eastern Coast of the United States, the 
Middle West and Bermuda , 
5. Subject Correlation; Social Studi&.s - Intermediate 
6. Pre-instructio~: A knowledge of the Eastern and Central 
United States and Bermuda 
7. Arrangements and Particulars: 
A. Time of Do.y: After·noon 
B. ~ime'required. for Visit: 3/4 hour 
o. School equipment needed: Slide Projector and Screen 
D. Advance Notice: 1 month 
8. Description of Experience: 
Mr. Sollogu.b will talk on any of the Ea~tern or Middle 
Western,States. His specialty is Bermuda. He is very well 
acquainted with this British possession. •He liv~d in Great-
Britain as a ohil~ and i~ famili~ with•their customs. 
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Resource Visitor 
1./ N~e: Mr •• Nils Thorensen 
- . 
. . . 
2. Address:.28 Lookout ·Avenue, Natick Tel. OL 3-1216 
-. ~- . ... 
3. Oocupation:.pa~nter and OontraQtor 
. . . 
.. . 
4. Topic: ·Norw~Y '· ·w~st"' ·Indies,' Vene~uela, Du.toh and British 
.. · Guiana · · ·· " 
5. Subject Correlation: Soaial Studies - I~termediate 
6. Pre-instruction: General information about the particular 
· · . ·· ·count;r:y you ohoose. The talk and slides 
would be a fine closing note for a unit. 
7. Arrangements and Particulars: 
I 
. . 
A" !I!i~e. of Day: Afternoon _ 
. ' . 
B. Time requi~ed for Visit: 1 hour 
C. Soh.o9.l. .equipme~i needed: }4ovie projector and slide 
·.· . projector 
D. Adva~6o ~otiae: .. 2 weeks 
a. n'e·soription of ExPorianoe: 
. . . ' ; 
Mr. Thorensen Wi!ll- :ape~ on any of the abQ.ve mentioned 
o.o;untries. Norway is his specialty and he is returning to 
Norway this year. When he returns he hopes to have more 
information as well as many colorful slides and a oolor 
movie of No~way. 
0 
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Resou~ce Visitor 
1. ~:· Mr. F. Russell Wilson 
2. Address: 11 Coolidge Avenue. Natick Tel-. OL 6-53l5 
~
3. Occupation: Worker - General Motors 
44 Topic: England 
5• ~ubjeot Correlation: Social Studies - Intermediate 
6 .... -J!re-instruc'ti~J!: A knowledge of England 
7. 
a. 
Arrangements and Particulars~ 
A.· Time of Do.y: Afternoo.n 
"B. Time required for Visit: 1 hour 
c .. School equipment needed! None 
D. Advance Notice: 2 days 
Desori~tion of ~orience: 
Mr. Wilson served with the United States Airfare~ 
during World War II. He was stationed at diff~ent fields 
in Epgland as a ra~o operator. He was able to visit a 
great many different places and me.t many English people. 
Re would be glad to share his knowledge with the children 
in a classroom. 
0 
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CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
1. Summary 
The purpose of this study was to determine what field 
trips and resoUl!ae visi't.ors were available to the elementary 
sahools of Natiak. This study was primarily aoncerned with 
the enrichment of the curriculum. It helped to strengthen 
community re~ations. 
This systematic listing of cGmmunity resources will be of 
value to the Natiak elementary school teachers. It should 
give the teaahers a much broader understanding of this 
community and in turn be a faator in enr~ching the~r class-
room program. 
,, 
Information for this study was obtained from m~ny 
souraes. One of the major souraes of information was the 
teaahe.rs in this system, They listed as many resouraes aa 
they c ou.ld think of and the autliors compiled this information 
for am initial approach to the problem. Another important 
source was the school c~ldren•s parents. ~~ese people 
showed a great deal of enthusiasm and willingness to share 
ubeir knowledge and experience ~th the children. Members of 
the seminar gave valuable assistanoe in preparing the 
-J.2?-
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que~tionnaires. A committee con~ist~ng of eight teachers 
and one pri~cipal ev&l~ated and d~termine~ the reso~rces 
used in this st"ll.dy. 
The resources found in this study will be m&de 
available to the Visual ~ds Department of the Nat~ck 
School System. It is hoped tnat this department will 
duplicate tfu1s material an:d make it availabl.e to each 
t~acher or all school~. 
2. Oonalu~ions 
1. The authors feel that this study has help~d strengthen 
good scnool and c~mmunity relation~. 
2. Natick has a great number of resources that c~ver nearly 
every ~ubjeot. Most of these are adaptable to a good 
school program. 
3. If asked. people are more than willing to h~lp a school 
p:r;ogram. 
4. Most local business concerns and public institutions are 
willing t~ have classrooms visit th~m. 
6. If ~roperly used the resources in this study should help 
to enrich t~e school program. 
_...,- -=--"' 
~ 
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3'. Suggestio~s For Further Study 
. . 
1 ~. Conduct a later survey of this area tq ad~ to the present 
list of reso,u.raes. 
~. Oonduat a follow up study to determine tQ what extent this 
study is bei.ng used in the sahool sy,-stem. 
3. Oonduat a survey to determine to what extent this study 
helps enriafu the sahool program. 
4. Combine the results of' this study with prepared units o:f 
wa.rk. 
5. Maka a study of how to aonduat a tie~d trip amd ways of 
int~od~cing a resa~ce per~n to a sahool program. 
6. Oonduat a SLrvey to determine how much this ty~e of study 
adds to better sahool and community relatio~s. 
7. Prepare an eval..uati ve criteria to be used fa.:v ;further 
·surveys of cammunity resources. 
a. Conduct a similar study in otner communities. 
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.APPENDIX 
• 
, Center Sahool 
Dear Parente, 
~he teaahers of the Natick Sohools are interested in 
building better bridges of understanding between the home 
and sohool. We are also anxious to improve our program of 
eduaation in every possible way. Our plan is based upon 
the faat that there exists a great mass of rioh human 
experienae in our aommunity and that ahildren in sohool 
, 
should profit from this experience. 
130 
Pupils need to realize that people, as well a~ books, 
are important sources of information and inspiration and that 
one person1 s experience is never ~mpletely matahed or 
dupliaated by that of any other person. Will you help us 
to provide this more desirable, broader and rieher experience 
for the boys and girls? We need your help in making 
available more vivid and lifelike learning situations ~n 
the classrooms~ 
I 
,If you are willing to help, please answer the 
~ 
foll~wing ~~estions and return the blank as early as 
~1· po~pible. f 
Thank You 
lf 
I ~he Elementary Teaehers of Natiak 
151 
In order to bring into the classroom the special training and 
talents a.f parents, we are asking you t~ answer these questions 
listed be~ow: 
Name of father ____________________ ~Address ___________________ __ 
Countries ox states lived or trave~ed in ~-----------------------
, Occupation~------------------------:Phone ______________________ _ 
Name of mother 
-------------------------------------------------
Countries or states lived or trave~ed in ~----------------------
Ocoupation~------------------------
Hobbies: Please check after favorite hobbies 
Father Mother Father ·Mother Woodworking Tropical fish. ____________________ _ 
Photography'-------------------Pets 
Ceramics Model Airplanes 
Magic Chemistry ·-------------------
Weaving Radio 
Wildlife Motion Pictures 
Others Others -------------------
Collections: Talents: 
Picture.s of travels~--------~Dramatics Souveniers of travels Story Telling ____________________ __ 
Rooks Chalk TaJ..ks 
Stamps Travel Talks 
Others Others 
Are there any interesting phases o:f your work which migh.t be interesting to the children? ___________________________________ __ 
Father· Mother 
What f~reign language d~ you speak? _____________________________ _ 
What musical instrument ® you play? ___________________ \__ 
Other talents.: ______________________________________________ __ 
I 
Are you willing to come into a olassroom? ________________ _ 
Time of day best suited for your visit _________________________ __ 
Advanoe'notioe? __________ ~Row long f~r your visit? ____________ __ 
Do you need any special equipment from th.e soh_ool fO;r .your visit? 
__________________ What equipment WUulQ you need? ______________ __ 
\ 
Dear Natick Te~cher, 
132 
· October 25, 1955 
We are at present time working on a thesis for partial fulfill-
ment of requirements for our Masters Degrees at Boston University. 
We are planning to make a booklet containing all possible field 
trips ~d resource Visitors for the Natick elementary schools. It 
is our hope to put one of these booklets in the hands of each· 
teacher. Your help WGUld be greatly appreciated. Would you kindly 
fill out the following and give it to your principal as soon 
as possible? 
Yours sincerely, 
Harold F. McCormick Gr. 6 
Alton L. ·Reynolds Gr• 5 
List below all field trips you can remember having taken in the 
past two years, and how valuable they were in aiding to make your 
curriculum more meaningful. 
Name of Place or Concern Location Type of Resource Value 
Good Fair Poor 
List Below Any New Ideas You Might Have For Possible Visitation: 
( 
Liat below any resource people, (paxents, teachers, townspeople, 
eto. } , whom you tliink mi_ght be willing to come into the school~ to 
talk to the children. We w.tll get permission from these people 
be£~re placing their •names in the booklet. Maybe you have had some 
people visit your room in the past few years. Fink Cards might also 
be a s~urce of an interesting occupation. We believe· Natick and 
surrounding areas have people whom might be willing to come into the 
classroom. -- 'l!hase people c0:uld co.ntribute a great deal to our 
program. Ad<ii-ess Topic Chec-k if person 
Person - has visited 
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